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In response to the recent spate of shootings across the region and in Surrey, the Surrey Board of Trade partnered with the South Asian Business
Association (SABA) to quickly pull together a Public Safety Forum for Surrey’s business community. Panelists including the Honourable Mike 
Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General, Her Worship Linda Hepner, Mayor, City of Surrey, Andrew MacDonald, the Deputy 
Regional Crown Counsel, and Terry Waterhouse, City of Surrey’s Director of Public Safety Strategies. “It is a regional issue,” said Mayor Hepner,
emphasizing that Surrey is a safe place to do business. Continued on page 3
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The Surrey Business News is pleased to list
the following opportunities for members to
learn something new that will benefit their
business or brush up on their skills. Bonus —
attendees will make new business contacts! 
Register at info@businessinsurrey.com or

604.581.7130. Except where noted, all 
workshops will be:
Time: Registration 7:45 a.m., 
Program 8:00–10:00 a.m.
Location: SBOT Conference Room, 
101 14439 104 Ave, Surrey
Admission (+GST): General Admission, $35;
SBOT Members, $25.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017
7 Success Tips for Women 
Entrepreneurs to Maximize
Growth, Sales & Profit!
Often female leaders face challenges in the

workforce or in their businesses that are
unique. This workshop will discuss the mindset
of highly successful business owners, the
power of words, the notion of creating success
in all areas of life and business! Participants
will receive tips to assist them in learning how
to overcome their challenges.

Tuesday, September 26, 2017
Communication for Teams: How to 
Effectively Listen to Increase Team
Productivity 
Communication is key to any workplace.

When teams aren’t communicating effectively,
it leads to a sick environment of information

hoarding, resentment by those who aren’t kept
up to date, bad planning and inefficiency. In
this workshop, presented by Renée Safrata of
Vivo Team Development, participants will learn
how to identify where communication is break-
ing down and effective techniques to create a
team culture of clear communication.

Thursday, October 12, 2017
Wake Up for You: How a Powerful
Morning Routine Can Transform
Your Day
What time do you set your alarm for? Do you
wake up with a huge smile on your face or is the
snooze button your best friend. In this workshop,
Scott Friesen of Simpletivity, will share why
when you wake up is just as important as what
you do in the first hour. Through his own experi-
ences and experiments, Scott will get partici-
pants motivated to leave their pillow behind and
change their mornings forever.

Tuesday, October 17, 2017
Continuous Improvement: 
Introduction to the Kaizen Change
Model
Kaizen is the practice of continuous improve-

ment. Introduced to the West in 1985, today
Kaizen is recognized worldwide as an impor-
tant pillar of an organization’s long-term strat-
egy to create a sustainable competitive
advantage for its business. Kaizen is based on
guiding principles such as Visual Management,
5S for the office and workshop, identifying the
8W (wastes) and eliminating the root-cause,

problem-solving, and more! In this workshop,
presented by the Kaizen Institute Canada (BC)
Ltd, participants will learn how to create the
conditions for a Continuous Improvement 
culture to grow in their business.

Thursday, October 26, 2017
Planning Your Content Strategy:
Social Media Marketing for 
Business
Keeping up on social media platforms is

paramount for any business; therefore, plan-
ning a solid content strategy is key. In this ses-
sion, Karina Cebuliak of Fox Street Solutions
will guide participants through planning their
social media marketing strategy and calendar
for the next year as well as teach them how to
break it down into smaller, more manageable
chunks of time. Participants will leave with a
year-long content calendar, a month-to-month
content calendar, as well as a weekly calendar
with ideas and content strategy. 

Tuesday, November 7, 2017
The Psychology of Influence and
Persuasion
The only common core competency of some

of the most critical things we do in life is influ-
ence. Be it in leadership, parenting, negotiat-
ing, conflict resolution, sales or team building,
“when we are communicating we are influenc-
ing, and we are being influenced.” In this
workshop, presented by Tim McKinnon of
Stride Business Coaching, participants will
learn and start using 6 key principles in busi-

ness and everyday life situations to more 
effectively influence and persuade others to
their point of view.

Tuesday, November 14, 2017
Everything You Need to Know
About Mergers and Acquisitions
Discover the full extent of mergers and 

acquisitions from the initial idea to the closing
of the deal. In this workshop, presented in part
by the Business Development Bank of Canada
(BDC), participants will gain insights into the
process (due diligence, valuation, tax structur-
ing, finance) and the do’s and don’ts of acquir-
ing businesses.

Tuesday, November 21, 2017
Accounts Receivable Doesn’t Have
to be Frightening!
When business owners get focused on rev-

enue, they forget that it is meaningless until it
is actually in their bank account. Presented by
BDO Canada, this workshop will focus on the
importance of accounts receivable manage-
ment. Participants will discuss the importance
of cash flow and how to stay on top of it as
well as learn some straightforward tips to
manage their accounts receivable. 

To book your next workshop in the Surrey
Board of Trade conference room, contact
melissa@businessinsurrey.com.

To find out how you can list your workshop
here, contact Anne@businessinsurrey.com.

WORKSHOPS
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AT ISSUE

Minister & Mayor Make Major Announcements 
at SBOT’s Public Safety Forum
“The Surrey Board of Trade, along with our

colleagues at SABA, is very concerned with
how the recent shootings have impacted the
sense of safety in Surrey,” said Anita Huber-
man, CEO. “It is a regional issue, as Mayor
Hepner has said. Those who commit crime do
not respect municipal boundaries. They don’t
respect communities. They take no responsibil-
ity for their actions at all. It is left to us, the
business community, to work with city and
provincial officials and respond to the concerns
raised.”
The businesses that filled the room heard the

panellists address how to ensure that Surrey
continues to be a safe, viable city in which to
grow a strong economy. “Crime is a business
issue,” said Huberman. “It impacts us all, but a
business cannot thrive if customers are scared
to come based on what they’ve heard in the
news. We need to get the word out that we
are open for business and we, collectively, are
working on solid solutions for residents and
businesses alike.”
Both Mayor Hepner and Minister Farnworth

made several announcements to assure the
forum’s audience and the public that they are
aggressively addressing the concerns raised.
To prevent future crime, the province will 
invest $500,000 from the civil forfeiture grants
for anti-gang programming for youth in 
Surrey. The Wraparound (Wrap) program is
proving to be successful to divert vulnerable
young people from entering into a crime
lifestyle. The grant will eliminate the current
waitlist. Minister Farnworth also announced
that the government would work on the Surrey
Accord, recommendations from Illegal Firearms
Task Force, and advocate for increasing BC’s
federal RCMP complement.
Mayor Hepner thanked Minister Farnworth

for the provincial support and, addressing over
250 SBOT and SABA members, indicated that
the city is working diligently to review current
programs and address any gaps. The review
will be done as part of the new Mayor’s Task
Force, with Terry Waterhouse, the Director of
Public Safety Strategies, working on the terms
of reference. The City is working with Surrey’s
RCMP to launch a Bar Watch program. As
Mayor Hepner said, it is to make gang mem-
bers feel very uncomfortable in an “unwel-
come environment.”
The Mayor also announced the development

of a Community Safety Village, that will 
require major funding partners; “not only from
government, but from technology and other

corporations,” said Hepner. 
The Surrey School District was included in

the initiatives listed by Mayor Hepner. An
award for civic responsibility will be developed
to encourage civic responsibility programs in
schools. It may be a cash award of about
$10,000 annually.
Assistant Commissioner Dwayne McDonald

and Deputy Regional Crown Counsel Andrew
MacDonald gave overviews of ongoing enforce-
ment, all of which contribute to getting gang
members off the street. On the day before the
forum, Surrey’s RCMP, along with other regional
police departments, displayed guns and drugs
seized in a raid of several locations throughout
the Lower Mainland. Drug trafficking takes
place throughout the region and with regional
impacts, said McDonald, requiring the collabo-
ration in other jurisdictions.
Questions from the audience included

whether community members have a right to
know where criminals live – the answer is no,
except in rare circumstances, as law enforce-
ment, and community, too, will not give up on
those who can be turned from a criminal past
to being a more productive member of society,
said Andrew MacDonald. 
“The Surrey Board of Trade will be actively

participating where feasible in the city’s initia-
tives, and will continue to hold forums such as
this one to keep our members up to date on
what’s being done. We will continue to 
communicate to the city and to the province to
instigate change,” said Anita Huberman.
The Surrey Board of Trade thanks the

event’s sponsor, Desjardins Financial. The
generosity of sponsors such as Desjardins, 
allows the SBOT to hold dialogues and events
on serious issues that impact business.

L-R: Assistant Commissioner Dwayne McDonald, Surrey-RCMP; Andrew MacDonald, Deputy Regional Crown Counsel; Terry Waterhouse, City of
Surrey Director Public Safety Strategies; Victor Lall, South Asian Business Association; Her Worship Linda Hepner, Mayor, City of Surrey; the 
Honourable Mike Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General; Perminder Chohan, Desjardins Financial, Presenting Sponsor; 
SBOT CEO Anita Huberman; and Dr. Greg Thomas, SBOT Chair.
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Over 2,500 years ago, the ancient Greek
leader Cleisthenes introduced a system of 
political reforms called “demokratia” or “rule
by the people.” On June 29, after a vote of
non-confidence passed 44-42 in the BC legisla-
ture triggering the end of 16 years of Liberal
dominance, this long held system placed the
NDP in a fragile position to govern the
province of British Columbia. John Horgan,
now the 36th Premier of BC, begins his tenure
at a time of rampant forest fires, a heated soft-
wood lumber dispute, an unprecedented opioid
crisis, pending North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) re-negotiations, soaring
house prices, big questions around fair road

pricing and with promises to halt action on
Site C, Kinder Morgan and the bridge to 
replace the Massey Tunney.
While it can be said that there are tangible

benefits to a minority government, including
more sensitivity to local needs, greater 
accountability and transparency in public pol-
icy, these strengths can also be equipoised by
instability, inconsistency, and often ineffi-
ciency. That said minorities could work if all
concerned want to get on with the business of
democracy. As famously quipped by Winston
Churchill “no one pretends that democracy is
perfect or all-wise. Indeed, it has been said
that democracy is the worst form of Govern-
ment except for all those other forms that have
been tried from time to time.” 
Let’s make no mistake about it, even under

majority rule, effective governing is hard, 
really hard, and though this current collabora-
tion of unlikely political bedfellows may prove
untenable over the longer term, try they must.
To make this minority government work, as 
reported by Mike Hager of the Globe and Mail,
‘good faith and no surprises’ will need to be
the governing principle behind the NDP-Green
alliance if they are to retain the legislature’s
confidence.

In a pre-election speech John Horgan vowed
to work to create an economy that “works for
everyone” and address those issues that are
also of high priority to SBOT such as transit,
affordable childcare, and housing. He later
reaffirmed this commitment after the Liberal
government fell, saying, “We want to make
sure, most importantly, that we continue to
grow as a dynamic, diverse province, the envy
of Canada.” The ability to find this critical 
balance requires matching priorities alongside
trust and the pitfalls of politics. How each of
these chess pieces is contemplated will deter-
mine the longevity and effectiveness of this
government. 
Commerce must and will prevail, irrespective

of the political winds of the day. Given that
many of these issues remain after 16 years of
Liberal rule, finding the panacea to all that ails
this beautiful province will be a tall order for
the new NDP-Green alliance. What is clear
however is that these and many other issues
need to be dealt with, and soon, to enable 
Surrey and the Province of BC to reach their
full potential and to avoid further costly 
economic and social implications.

Dr. Greg Thomas, President, G3 Consulting.
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Stay Calm and Surrey On
FROM THE BOARD CHAIR

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2017

Dr. Greg Thomas

The Surrey Board of Trade had a Very Busy Summer!

Summer is never quiet here at the Surrey
Board of Trade. We wrap up any number of activ-
ities and policy issues that arose earlier this year.
We reflect on our progress on the priorities that
we have identified for our organization and our
members. We review our business centre’s abil-
ity to meet the needs of our members and seek
ways to serve Surrey’s business community bet-
ter. We plan our Fall and early 2018 events,
workshops, dialogues, and team meetings. We
develop workplans for the 2017-18 “season.”
And, we build proposals for research projects,
draft policy advocacy work and survey our mem-

bers for their input and direction, evaluate cur-
rent programs and projects, increase our interna-
tional trade connections, plus so much more.
No, Summer is not quiet for us here.
As we head into the Fall, there are several

themes that we will be working on that will 
inform much of our work. First, there is a new, if
precarious, provincial government. The coalition
between NDP and Green parties to end 16 years
of Liberal governance has given businesses
pause; a wait-and-see attitude prevails as each
government announcement comes and each of
their promises are kept. How this will impact our
members remains to be seen. The Surrey Board
of Trade will monitor and make any number of
recommendations to the relevant minister or rep-
resentative if we believe our members’ ability to
thrive is constrained. We have already sent out
surveys and press releases on ICBC, minimum
wage, bridge tolls, and bridge replacements. We
will meet with Surrey’s MLAs, communicate our
priorities, and create opportunities for them to
come and meet our members. We will also do
this with our local MPs, and City of Surrey’s
Mayor and Council.
Second is education. Whether it is highlighting

the benefits of apprenticeships, monitoring how
Surrey schools (K-12) are improving, advocating

for higher learning, encouraging members to
consider succession planning, we will be consid-
ering how best to foster an attitude and environ-
ment that promotes learning at any age.
Entrepreneurship and business growth require
solid knowledge and ongoing skills development
to succeed. Our workshops and Hot Topic Dia-
logues are your opportunity to come and learn
and share your experience with us.
Third is to ensure that our entrepreneurs and

businesses succeed in a community that is safe.
Public safety became a serious concern over the
summer and, in response, we developed a forum
in partnership with the South Asian Business 
Association for our members. See page 3 for
more on this. We are also actively engaged with
the city on public safety strategies, cyber crime
awareness, and other initiatives to keep our
members safe and their customers comfortable.
Moving those customers around Surrey is our

fourth theme for the 2017-18 season. While
bridge tolls are now a thing of the past, how to
finance what the Lower Mainland, and Surrey in
particular, desperately need is a very big and
very concerning question. The Surrey Board of
Trade is a proponent of the Surrey Light Rail proj-
ect and we will be participating on the Light Rail
Coalition and their outreach activities. We will

be implementing the annual Surrey Road Survey
to find out what our members’ concerns are. We
have advocated for the replacement of the Pat-
tullo Bridge and Massey Tunnel. And we are 
exploring the costs and benefits of road mobility
pricing.
Finally, but certainly not the least of this list, is

how you are taxed. In response to the Federal 
Finance proposal to address what they consid-
ered loopholes for the Canadian-controlled Pri-
vate Corporations (CCPC), our members are
telling us in emails, survey results, and in the 3
roundtables that we are holding in September
that they are very unhappy. We will be compiling
the results for our response to the federal gov-
ernment deadline of October 2. We are also
monitoring the budget development for all levels
of government, and look for our survey on Red
Tape that we will be implementing this Fall.
These themes are by no means exclusive. As

issues arise, as government legislation is tabled,
world news impact local businesses, we will be
as working to respond, educate, advocate, study,
and implement actions to ensure that our mem-
bers and the business community of Surrey con-
tinue to have what they need to succeed. If you
have any questions or suggestions for me, let me
know at anita@businessinsurrey.com. 

Anita Huberman

FROM THE CEO
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ECONOMY

On July 18, 2017, the Ministry of Finance 
released legislative proposals and a consulta-
tion paper to target the following three tax
planning strategies that, in the government’s
view, use private corporations to gain unfair
tax advantages for high-income individuals.
The releases result from the government’s
commitment, as stated in its March 22, 2017
budget, to propose a policy response in this
area. 
1. Income Splitting/Income Sprinkling 
Income sprinkling occurs when income that

would otherwise be realized by a high-tax rate
individual is allocated to family members sub-
ject to a lower rate of tax. Income is commonly
allocated through the payment of salaries, divi-
dends or the allocation of capital gains.
Finance plans to impose a “tax on split 

income” that will raise the tax rate on income
shifted from a high-income individual to a low-
income individual. This tax already applies to
amounts paid to a minor (i.e., under 18 years of
age) but will now be extended to adults.
To determine whether the new tax on split

income will apply to adults, dividends and
other payment amounts received from a busi-
ness by an adult family member of the princi-
pal of the business may be subject to a
reasonableness test, which will be stricter for
18 to 24 year olds.
An amount paid to an adult family member

will be considered reasonable if it is consistent
with what a person who is not an adult family
member would receive having regard to: 
• the labour contributions of the individual to 
the activities of the business

• the assets contributed or risks assumed by 
the individual in respect of the business, 
and 

• the previous returns and remuneration paid 
to the individual in respect of the business

If the amount is not reasonable, the top-rate
tax will apply to the split income.
The legislative proposals also address other

income sprinkling issues, including the multi-
plication of the lifetime capital gains exemp-
tion available to qualifying private businesses.
2. Holding a passive investment portfolio
inside a private corporation
Because corporate tax rates are generally

much lower than personal rates, private corpo-
rations can facilitate the accumulation of 

earnings that can be invested to earn passive 
income.
In the government’s view, the current system

does not achieve its objective of removing 
incentives to hold passive investments within
a corporation. This leads to unfair tax results in
their opinion, whereby a corporate owner may
frequently prefer to retain business income, for
passive investment purposes, within his or her
corporation, rather than paying it out and 
investing directly as an individual.
The government is considering the changes

required to establish fairness in the tax treat-
ment of passive investment income of a pri-
vate corporation, so that the benefits of the
corporate income tax rates are directed 
towards investments focused on growing the
business, rather than conferring a personal 
investment advantage to the corporate owner.
Once a new approach is determined for the

tax treatment of passive investment income,
Finance will consider how to ensure that the
new rules have limited impact on existing pas-
sive investments. The government will intro-
duce a detailed proposal following these
consultations, and will provide time before the
new proposal becomes effective. 
3. Capital gains
If a private corporation’s regular income that

would normally be paid as a salary or dividend
to a business owner is converted into corpo-
rate capital gains, funds can be distributed at
lower tax rates on capital gains. 
The legislative proposals will expand the 

existing anti-avoidance tax that deals with
transactions among related parties aimed at
converting dividends and salary into capital
gains.
The draft proposals also include a new anti-

avoidance provision that applies to amounts
that are received or become receivable after
July 17, 2017. 
The new rule is intended to prevent the dis-

tribution of corporate surplus to an individual
shareholder resident in Canada, which would
otherwise be distributed as a taxable dividend,
on a tax-reduced or tax-free basis.
The government has invited feedback on

these proposals up until October 2, 2017, at
which time further guidance will be released.
Professional advice should be sought to deter-
mine if any of the changes discussed apply to
you or your business.

Jonathan Osten is a CPA and partner in the pri-
vate company services practice of PwC. He is
the Fraser Valley Office tax leader and advises
on core Canadian tax and business matters.

Federal Government Targets Tax Planning
Using Canadian Private Corporations

Jonathan Osten
So much for the doldrums of Summer when

financial markets are supposed to lack excite-
ment and be out of the headlines. Instead, it
has been a couple of months of policy shifts
from central bankers, like in Canada and 
Europe, and headline grabbing United States
equity markets that mix record highs with
geopolitical induced volatility. The big story for
Canadian financial markets has been within
the currency and interest rate space, where a
surprise shift from the Bank of Canada (BoC)
rapidly changed the outlook for the loonie and
borrowing rates.
At the beginning of June, the policy shift

from the Bank of Canada and the hint at a
change in interest rate policy began a swift
(approximate) 10 per cent appreciation in the
Canadian dollar in only two months. In addition
to the Bank of Canada, other factors such as
rallying commodity markets, and a more dovish
US Federal Reserve (US Fed) also led way for a
stronger loonie. It will be the three factors of
the price of the Canadian dollar, direction of
commodity prices, and US Fed speak that will
help in determining the next move from the
Canadian central bank.
If the interest rate hike on its own was not a

surprise, then the Bank of Canada’s perhaps
extreme shift in policy tone certainly was. Pre-
viously, many of the Canadian chartered bank
economists were not forecasting moves until
at least 2018. It was the optimism that fol-
lowed the rate hike that puts October on the
table for a second bump this year. While a 50-

basis point increase in interest rates may
sound immaterial in the grand scheme of
things, its potential impact may keep the Bank
on hold for two reasons. Thus, 2017 may
amount to a “one and done” scenario.
First, all of this talk of interest rate increases

has over-appreciated the Canadian dollar.
While that may appear to be better for the
consumer, if the loonie were to hold above or
around 80 cents, it should give Bank of Canada
Governor Stephen Poloz reason to pause. This
situation is almost a déjà vu to two years ago
where Governor Poloz and the BoC were un-
settled with the heights of the loonie and the
pressure it was putting on Canadian exporters.
It’s for this reason they will look to follow in
the rate hiking path of the US Federal Reserve,
but they do not need to lead.
The second reason for a potential delay in a

second interest rate hike is because of the
drag it will create on the over-indebted Cana-
dian consumer. CIBC’s Benjamin Tal made the
case that while there is not yet an issue with
the credit quality of Canadian consumers,
there is sensitivity to higher interest rates that
could moderate consumer spending. Certainly,
a fundamental economic principal that higher
borrowing costs negatively affects consump-
tion makes sense, but the BoC will only be
likely to move forward with higher rates if we
continue to hear the positive stories around
Canadian economic growth.
The truest of words came from Governor

Poloz in July of this year, when he borrowed a
line from his counterpart at the United States
Federal Reserve, Janet Yellen. He said the
Canadian central bank will be “data depend-
ent.” With the current level of volatility in the
markets and the impact it has on the economy
vis-à-vis consumers, it means October 
becomes a “wait and see.” With that said, an
elevated loonie or an economy that moderates
its pace from an exuberant first half of the year
should give them reason to hold, and thus a
second-rate increase would not be expected
until 2018.

Robert Levy is the Managing Director of Border
Gold and a financial commentator on CKNW.
rlevy@bordergold.com

One and Done

Robert Levy
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Business Costs and Canadian Competitiveness
—We’re Not Crying Wolf

In response to email queries and concerns
regarding proposed changes to the Canadian-
controlled Private Corporations (CCPC) taxa-
tion, the Surrey Board of Trade implemented a
survey that would both inform and garner feed-
back. Further, SBOT arranged two roundtables
with Surrey MPs for September, and given the
waitlist, will arrange a third if needed.
Those who responded to the survey, despite

August holidays, were opposed to nearly all
the proposed changes. All respondents were
CCPC owners and nearly 80% had 1 to 50 
employees. To assist respondents, links were
provided to the government discussion papers,
along with page number references to the rele-
vant sections. These documents can be found
on SBOT website: businessinsurrey.com/pol-
icy/economic-policy-reports/. If you own a
CCPC, we recommend you read the reports and
give feedback to us prior to the October 2

deadline for consultation.
On the question of choice between the 

Apportionment Method and Elective Method to
deal with passive income, SBOT members
overwhelmingly chose neither.
The various measures proposed to close the

“loophole” for Income Sprinkling were likewise
rejected outright, as were changing the rules
regarding capital gains. Members’ comments
regarding changes to section 84.1, which focus
on succession – the transfer of a CCPC to fam-
ily members – expressed cautious support, as
long as it didn’t impede their ability to effect a
family transfer.
SBOT will compile survey results, email com-

ments, and roundtable summaries as part of a
formal response to the Federal Finance Min-
istry prior to October 2 deadline. Send any
comments you may have to Anne@businessin-
surrey.com.

ECONOMY, continued

SBOT Responds to Members’
Concerns on Tax Changes

Every so often, one of our government contacts
will ask a question that goes like this, “Why is
the Canadian Chamber complaining about (pick
one): the new carbon tax / the CPP premium 
increase / the deferral of small business tax 
reductions / the proposal to tax passive income /
this new regulation / that increase in fees? It’s
not a huge cost to business. Why are you making
a big deal?”
We politely explain that all of these tax 

increases come out of the same pocket. If you
take one of these tax hikes individually, it may be
small, but when you add them all up, we’re 
accumulating a rather large pile of straws on the
camel’s back. And that’s the problem. Canada is
an expensive place to do business.
In July, the President and CEO of the Canadian

Chamber of Commerce and his provincial and
territorial colleagues wrote to the Prime Minister
to point this out. The letter was also sent to all
of the provincial premiers because, right across
the country, we are worried that “the cost of
doing business in Canada is rising. This concern
is not limited to the costs generated by the fight

against climate change, but reflects the serious
cumulative impact of the growing burden posed
by fees, taxes and regulations the private sector
is being asked to bear. Our members are deeply
worried about their ability to both grow their
businesses within Canada or compete for invest-
ment and customers from abroad. This concern
becomes even more substantial when we see
the determination of the U.S. administration to
dramatically cut both regulation and business
taxes in that country.”
As luck would have it, our letter was published

on the same day that Petronas cancelled a $36-
billion LNG investment in British Columbia. It’s
impossible to pin the blame for the decision on
any one factor (Petronas vaguely cited “market
conditions”), but the uncertainty around project
approval, along with regulatory, tax, and cost
burdens all contributed. The effect is a loss of
jobs for Canadian families, truly a missed oppor-
tunity for Canada.
It’s not just Petronas, Canada has seen a mass

exodus of investment, a staggering $60 billion
has left over the past two years. In 2017, Shell
divested $7.5B, Marathon sold $2.5B, and Cono-
coPhillips $17.7B. Most has gone to other juris-
dictions. And we’ve seen some of the players
shedding Canadian energy assets while invest-
ing more in the U.S. It’s true that U.S. shale 
enjoys a modest cost advantage over oilsands
production, but we worry that Canada’s high
costs and dithering over pipelines is having a big
impact. As the Globe and Mail recently pointed
out, “It’s beginning to feel it is becoming impos-
sible for any new interprovincial pipelines to ever
get built […] because of obstructionist games
played by premiers and mayors. […] Environ-
mental benefit: Nil. Economic cost: High.”
And it’s not just oil and gas. Last week, we sat

down with a major multinational agri-food pro-

ducer who told us that, for his company, regula-
tions are a bigger cost than taxes. The company
was struggling with Canada’s new food labelling
rules and asked if the current government is
“sensitive” to the cost burden of regulation. I
said the word “sensitive” is too strong. “Bliss-
fully unaware” might be a better descriptor. The
government wants to attract more foreign 
investment, but in a tough globalized environ-
ment. What really attracts investors is the rate of
return. That’s why costs, rules and regulations
are so important.
And they have real world impacts on Canadian

families and their prosperity. Late July, we wrote

to the Prime Minister, “As we increase business
costs to address climate change, we 
urgently need to find ways to lower costs else-
where. […] to strengthen Canada’s economic
competitiveness.” Global capital can go any-
where. The wolf is at the door.

Hendrik Brakel is the Senior Director, Economic,
Financial & Tax Policy for the Canadian Chamber
of Commerce. hbrakel@chamber.ca
Letter to Prime Minister can be found here:
http://chamber.ca/media/news-
releases/170725-protect-competitiveness-while-
fighting-climate-change/#extendedHendrik Brakel
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Surrey Board of Trade met with Canada's 
International Trade Minister, Francois-Philippe
Champagne, on his first speaking engagement
in BC, at the BC Chamber of Commerce lunch
event at the Vancouver Club in August. 
Millions of Canadian jobs depend on interna-

tional trade and investment. Through participa-
tion in global supply chains, Canadian
businesses (small and large) gain access to
new customers, technologies and production
capabilities. Traditional markets such as the
U.S., Europe and Japan remain important, but
companies are also finding success in Asia,
Latin America and Africa. The Surrey Board of
Trade is committed to working with its 
membership, the federal government and 
international institutions to reduce barriers to
the international flow of goods, services and
capital.

WEDA Conference
On August 14th and 15th, the Washington

Economic Development Association (WEDA)
invited the Surrey Board of Trade and a group
of BC business representatives to speak at the
“Cross Border Collaboration Conference” 
between BC and Washington State at the
Semiahmoo Resort in Blaine, Washington.
Particpants from both sides of the border 

engaged in networking, and the several dia-
logue panels that explored mutual concerns
such as affordable housing, traffic congestion,
global impacts, and the opening of NAFTA 
re-negotiations. Surrey Board of Trade CEO
Anita Huberman spoke on behalf of the City of
Surrey and the South Fraser region, and 
focused on the benefits that cross-border trade
partnerships can bring to small and large busi-
nesses alike.
The conference also featured numerous case

studies and examples of local and interna-
tional best practice models, strategies, and
collaborations. It also included a tour of two

local businesses in Sumas and Lynden (Wash-
ington) who shared their unique stories regard-
ing cross border commerce and trade.
For more information about trade related

services please contact Luke Arathoon at
luke@businessinsurrey.com or visit our web-
site www.businessinsurrey.com

EU Chamber of Commerce
The Surrey Board of Trade is working with
the European Union Chamber of Commerce in
Canada (EUCCAN). The development of the 
EUCCAN is in response to the Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) 
between Canada and the European Union
(EU). In July 2017, the EU launched the CETA
Market Access Program to support EU compa-
nies entering the Canadian market and 
enabling them to take full advantage of the
CETA as it is implemented. EUCCAN’s pur-
pose is to become the business voice of 
Europe and facilitate between local entities
and EU businesses where needed. The Surrey
Board of Trade, through the International
Trade Centre located in SBOT office, is happy
to work with EUCCAN to ensure transition
and business development is beneficial for all
parties. For more information, go to 
www.euccan.com.

SBOT Trade News

HOT  TOPIC SERIES 
DIALOGUE ON CETA
Join the members of Surrey Board of Trade and com-
munity leaders for a breakfast dialogue exploring the

impacts and ramifications of the new Canada Europe Trade Agreement.
Ask your questions, express your concerns, and contribute to what will be
a lively discussion on the future of North America free trade agreements.

Date: Tuesday, September 19
Time: 7:30 a.m. registration and breakfast; 8:00–9:30 a.m. program
Location: Guildford Golf and Country Club, 7929 152 Street, Surrey
Admission: Free, registration required at info@businessinsurrey.com 
or 604.581.7130

Canada India International Expo (CIIEXPO) 2017
Sabrang Enterprises Ltd. is bringing together some of the most 

diverse exhibitors to Surrey at the Canada India International Expo 

(CIIEXPO) 2017. With over 100 exhibitors, those attending will have an

opportunity to network with businesses from Canada and India, to meet

consulates and government representatives, and to participate in one of

the must-go-to exhibitions to be organized globally. 

The National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) has recognized 

CIIEXPO 2017 as one of the 11 prestigious exhibitions in the world,

working to expand the business relationships between India and

Canada. Special guests include India’s Honourable Kalraj Mishra and

other state ministers, Canadian MPs Deepak Obhrai and Darshan Kang,

and has received support from the Canadian High Commission in India,

the Honourable Nadir Patel. Local government representatives are ex-

pected to attend, along with Surrey’s community and business leaders.

Date: September 7 – 10, 2017

Location: Cloverdale Fairground, Agriplex and Showbarn

   

Sabrang Enterprises Ltd., is the owner of Radio CHKF 94.7FM & TV,
www.sabrangradio.net. Surrey Board of Trade is a sponsor.

Barriers Reduced Between
Provinces & Territories
On July 1, the Canada Free Trade Agreement

between provinces came into effect. The Sur-
rey Board of Trade has been advocating for
change in reducing the barriers between our
provinces and territories for many years.
Canada’s Free Trade Agreement will be imple-
mented on July 1, 2017.
“The Surrey Board of Trade is very pleased

with the initiative to strengthen and modernize
internal trade in Canada,” said Anita 
Huberman, CEO, Surrey Board of Trade.
The Canadian Free Trade Agreement (CFTA)

will reduce barriers to trade, investment, and
worker mobility. It will increase choice for con-
sumers, expand access to government con-
tracts, and create more jobs for Canadians. It
includes rules that open trade in goods and
services, processes that reduce differences in
regulations and standards, and provisions that
increase access to billions of dollars in govern-
ment procurement opportunities for Canadian
businesses. The agreement also establishes
new processes to liberalize domestic trade in

areas such as alcoholic beverages, and finan-
cial services.
The intent is to establish an open, efficient,

and stable Canadian market that will also be
effective for international trade by: 
a) Eliminating existing barriers and avoiding 
new barriers to trade, investment, and 
labour mobility within Canada and to facili-
tate the free movement of persons, goods, 
services, and investments within Canada;

b) Ensuring non-discriminatory treatment of 
persons, goods, services, and investments, 
irrespective of where they originate in 
Canada;

c) Reconciling occupational standards and 
regulatory measures to provide for the free 
movement of persons and the removal of 
barriers to trade and investment within 
Canada.

For more information go to: http://www.ait-
aci.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CFTA-
Consolidated-Text-Final-English.pdf

SBOT CEO Facilitates BC Chamber Trade Panel

L-R:  Dan Baxter, BC Chamber Director of Policy Development; Kath Britton, Director of Business Development,
Women’s Enterprise Centre; Tara Bosch, Founder/CEO SmartSweets; and Teresa Ryder, Training & Product 
   Development, Aboriginal Tourism Association of BC; SBOT CEO Anita Huberman; and, Val Litwin, President &
CEO of BC Chamber of Commerce.

CEO Anita Huberman facilitated a lively
panel discussion on how to overcome chal-
lenges that under-represented communities
face when developing and exporting a product.

The BC Chamber of Commerce hosted the day
long #TradeTalks program, which included 
numerous panels and speakers exploring the
possibilities of partnerships across borders.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE, continued

The members of Surrey Board of Trade filled
the room for a breakfast dialogue on exploring
the impacts and ramifications of renegotiating
the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). As a border city, Surrey is on the front
lines of any changes. NAFTA has tied the con-
tinent’s economy together since 1994. Now,
the United States of America wants to give the
trade deal an overhaul; negotiations began in
August.
John Michener, an economic development

specialist with the Port of Bellingham, gave
the audience a quick overview of what trade
deficits mean (not necessarily a bad thing) and
how modernizing NAFTA is necessary. A
NAFTA 2.0 could reflect the changes of con-
sumer demand (online shopping, for example),
technological advances, and develop a climate
where North American plants “stay home”
rather than move to China as is happening
now. As negotiations continue, John expressed

concern regarding the uncertainty that has
crept into various markets given rhetoric heard
in the media. For example, Mexico is buying

less from the U.S. and setting up trade with
South America. This impacts Mid-West 
farmers.
PwC’s Michael Shields sees NAFTA through

the lens of the U.S. comprehensive tax 
reforms, with decreases to the corporate rate
from 40% to 15-20%, which will great impact
how Canada deals with U.S. However, the loss
of revenue will prove challenging for U.S. leg-
islators. Michael made 5 observations: Canadi-
ans need to diversify their international trade
to Asia and Mexico/S. America. Online market-
ing is circumventing many current rules and
will have to be addressed. Canadian compa-
nies should consider setting themselves up as
a domestic vendor in the U.S. and increase
their presence that way. Canadians need to
look at the supply chain – where imports are
coming from and avoiding problematic sources.
And finally, hedge with commodities that are
heavily valued with the U.S. dollar.

MP Ken Hardie for Fleetwood-Port Kells,
rounded out the panel with observations from
Ottawa. He focused on the current negotia-
tions of softwood lumber, which has proved to
be a highly challenging trade between Cana-
dian producers and U.S. consumers. The issue
arises from Canadian lumber companies 
accessing crown land for a stumpage fee. In
the U.S., such a thing does not exist. Lumber
companies there own or license huge wood
lots. Therefore, they view stumpage fees as a
“subsidy” by the government, which gives
Canadian companies an unfair market advan-
tage. As it turns out, Canadians selling to the
U.S. market has decreased over the years from
86% to 56% through diversification to Asian
markets. 
The Surrey Board of Trade will continue to

monitor and report on NAFTA negotiations as
they occur as many members are importers/
exporters.

A Hot Topic: Renegotiating NAFTA

Editor’s note: The Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce has pulled together a small delega-
tion of senior staff and business partners to tour
through selected states. 
Want to understand the reality of trade in

North America? Start at the FedEx Super Hub in
Memphis, Tennessee at 1:00 a.m., watching the
incredible flood of 3.3 million packages daily,
ripping with machine-like efficiency over
300,000 conveyor belts spread out over 862
acres.
The Canadian Chamber of Commerce delega-

tion’s four days in Tennessee were designed to
provide an opportunity to make the case for
Canada. The southern reputation for hospitality
is well-deserved in Tennessee. And it seemed
like everyone has a connection to Canada. I dis-
covered that the Mayor of Nashville, Megan
Barry, once worked for Nortel, that FedEx’s
4,000 pilots train on Canadian-made flight simu-
lators and that Memphis residents can enjoy
poutine and Canadian beer at the area’s two
Kooky Canuck restaurants.
And who says Americans don’t know much

about Canada? I met dozens of people who 
appreciate the importance of Canadian busi-
nesses, often because of large Canadian invest-
ments. We visited CN’s massive intermodal hub,
located slightly outside of Memphis. This hub is
CN’s gateway to the south, where it can switch
containers from one mode of transportation to
the other easily. These connections helped us
spread the word about the benefits of doing
business with Canada.
Most folks weren’t aware that Canada was

their biggest trade partner, but they were happy
to hear it. Currently, there is nearly $14 billion of
trade between Tennessee and Canada (that’s
more than our trade with France and Italy com-
bined), and over 170,000 jobs in Tennessee 
depend on trade with Canada. The numbers are

astonishing, and when I met Matt Wiltshire, 
Director of Nashville’s Economic and Community
Development Office, he enthusiastically offered
to help spread the word.
We had very positive discussions about

NAFTA. When we met the Memphis Chamber,
the participants rallied around the idea of “do
no harm.” We agreed that although NAFTA can
and should be modernized, the current structure
should be the starting point, without having to
reinvent the agreement. Overall, the Americans
we met believed the NAFTA renegotiation will
go well. That’s why this work is so important.
Late July, the U.S. Trade Representative r

eleased its objectives for renegotiating NAFTA.
There are areas of concern for us, but it empha-
sizes building upon the current NAFTA relation-
ship. However, we worry the scope of the
negotiations is extraordinarily ambitious—
everything from dispute resolution to rules of
origin, services, intellectual property. A major
rethink could take years.
In Washington, politicians will be under pres-

sure to talk tough and tweet crazy things. The
negotiators will set “red lines,” deadlines and
“deal breakers.” Things can get hot. I remember
the Cabinet meeting when Brian Mulroney 
ordered our negotiators to walk away from the
Canada-U.S. talks. But behind the rhetoric and
theatre, Tennesseans reassured us that real
business people are still sensible, cooperative
and ambitious.
Whether it’s a fight over NAFTA or any other

friction between our countries, it is so important
that we have business allies who will stand
with us to say that Canada is a friend, an ally
and a partner.
Our next stop is Texas and then on to Georgia.

Perrin Beatty, President & CEO, the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce

Canucks in the Volunteer State
Guest Column by Perrin Beatty

MP Ken Hardie, with SBOT CEO Anita Huberman,
John Michener from Port of Bellingham, and
Michael Shields, PwC.

A lack of strategic investment in the Asia-
Pacific Gateway and Corridor is hindering
Canada’s access to market and competitive-
ness, says a new report by the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce, released with the 
Surrey Board of Trade and 450 Chambers of
Commerce and Boards of Trade across Canada. 
The new report released earlier in Summer is

titled Stuck in Traffic for 10,000 Years: Cana-
dian Problems that Infrastructure Investment
Can Solve that examines the effects of various
deficiencies in infrastructure, ranging from 
access to broadband internet to improving the
Ontario-Québec trade corridor with the U.S.,
lack of new pipelines and the unexplored 
potential of Canada’s North.
The full list of infrastructure challenges 

include:
• Facilitating trade through the Asia-Pacific 
Gateway and Corridor

• Improved digital access and investment 
across Canada

• Maximizing the potential of Northern 
communities and businesses

• Enhancing the Quebec-Ontario trade 
corridor

• Getting oil and gas to global markets
• Green electrification and transmission
“Asia-Pacific economies will be the fastest

growing export markets for Canadian goods in
the decade ahead. In order for companies to
integrate into global supply chains, we need to
improve coordination of public-private infra-
structure investment in one of our nation’s
most critical trade routes,” said Perrin Beatty,
CEO and President of the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce.
“The Surrey Board of Trade welcomes this

report especially in light of a new provincial
government and needed transportation invest-
ments in Metro Vancouver. Surrey itself will be

the largest city in British Columbia very soon
and is waiting for needed transportation infra-
structure to reduce congestion and move peo-
ple and goods more efficiently,” said Anita
Huberman, CEO, Surrey Board of Trade.
“Businesses would benefit from the federal

government taking a greater leadership role,
better information sharing and a renewed Asia
Pacific Gateway and Corridor Initiative,” Mr.
Beatty said. “As MPs tour Canada this summer
making infrastructure announcements, we
need to ask, are these investments being spent
in the right places?” he concluded.
The Canadian Chamber of Commerce is the
vital connection between business and the
federal government. It helps shape public pol-
icy and decision-making to the benefit of busi-
nesses, communities and families across
Canada with a network of over 450 chambers
of commerce and boards of trade, representing
200,000 businesses of all sizes in all sectors of
the economy and in all regions. News and 
information are available at Chamber.ca or 
follow on Twitter @CdnChamberofCom.
Report can be found at businessinsurrey.com/pol-
icy/economic-policy-reports.

Coordination Lacking in Canada’s Critical
Trade Network, Chamber Report Finds
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BUSINESS ADVICE

Without an agreement, the business rela-
tionship between the shareholders of a corpo-
ration will be governed solely by the Business
Corporations Act (BCA) and the corporation’s
articles. The procedures and rules set out in
those sources are general in nature and are
rarely what the shareholders would select if
provided the choice. Shareholders’ Agree-

ments not only allow the shareholders to cus-
tomize the business relationship according to
their needs, they can also provide a personal-
ized framework to mitigate issues that may
arise when multiple parties are in business 
together. Listed below are some of the com-
mon situations in which a shareholders’ agree-
ment is invaluable.
What happens in the event of irreconcil-
able differences between shareholders? 
Without a shareholders’ agreement the most

viable way to end a contentious corporate rela-
tionship are costly and unpredictable legal pro-
ceedings. A “shotgun clause” is an exit
strategy that provides a mechanism for valuing
shares and allowing shareholders to buy each
other out. When triggering the shotgun clause
a shareholder may give notice to the other
shareholders requiring them to either sell their
shares at a certain price, or alternatively pur-
chase the instigator’s shares at that same price
and on those same terms. This simple and ef-
fective provision operates on the premise, “I’ll

cut the pie and you choose a half.”
What happens in the event of a share-
holder’s death? 
Most people get into business together be-

cause all parties have something important to
provide to the corporation such as time, ex-
pertise, or a book of business.  If a share-
holder’s shares pass to a beneficiary under a
will, the surviving shareholders may find them-
selves in business with a party who cannot
contribute to the corporation’s success. Share-
holders agreements can require the corpora-
tion to take out insurance on each
shareholder’s life, and in the event of the death
of a shareholder the proceeds would be used
to buy out the deceased’s estate. This allows
the deceased shareholder’s family to receive
compensation and the surviving shareholders
to determine the best way to move forward in
their business.
How are the minority shareholders’ rights
protected? 
Under the BCA, special resolutions may be

passed by a majority depending on the com-
pany’s articles. This makes it possible for mi-
nority shareholders to be outvoted on almost
every major corporate decision. Shareholders’
agreements can provide minority interests with
protection such as higher levels of shareholder
approval, guidelines for the management of
the corporation, and the right for a minority
shareholder to appoint a director to the board.
These provisions can ensure that all parties
have a say in the business.
Each business is different and what works

for one corporation may not for another. Before
making any decisions regarding shareholders
or other contracts, always consult a legal advi-
sor or lawyer.

Karan Sodhi is a lawyer with McQuarrie
Hunter LLP. www.mcquarrie.com

Why Do I Need A Shareholders’ Agreement?

The Best Benefits Plan You’ve Never Heard Of

A not-so-new benefits vehicle gaining trac-
tion in recent years is the Private Health Serv-
ices Plan. While PHSPs have been available to
Canadians as a tax-advantaged health expense
product since the mid 1980s, they’ve suffered
from a knowledge gap and many professionals
are unaware of the opportunity. Although
“PHSP” represents their technical tax name,
they are most commonly marketed as “Health
Spending Accounts.” For a number of reasons
that are largely financial, HSAs are experienc-
ing a surge in popularity. Whether as an alter-
native or a supplement to a traditional benefits
program, HSAs offer some outstanding advan-
tages for both owners and employees, but they
come with some corresponding disadvantages. 
For business owners, HSAs are essentially a

CRA approved way to transform after-tax per-
sonal medical losses into a fully tax-deductible
business expense. All costs are funded by the
business using before-tax money providing a
100% tax write-off for the owner and a non-
taxable benefit to the employees. When I 
explain how it works to business owners, I’m
often met with hints of disbelief: “And this is
legal?” But there is a logic driving the HSA

concept that otherwise sounds to some own-
ers like an invitation to a back-room deal.
While in a conventional plan the employer
pays a tax-deductible monthly premium for
protection against potential and ongoing med-
ical and dental costs, an HSA turns these same
expenses into the tax equivalent of a premium
that gets paid, in contrast, only after a medical
or dental cost is incurred on a fee-per-claim
basis.
For small business owners frustrated with

the structure of traditional benefits plans—
their relative inflexibility, limited options, and
specificity—the HSA platform provides afford-
able access to the same tax-advantaged oppor-
tunity for all personal medical and dental
expenses. If you don’t yet have traditional ben-
efits in place and you’re worried about afford-
ability, yet you want a potent tax-saving and
employee retention tool, an HSA might be the
right place to start. 
The best candidate for an HSA is an incorpo-

rated business with one to 50 employees.
However, HSAs make sense for anyone who
doesn’t have a benefits plan and has medical
expenses they can’t otherwise write off. If you
have access to your receipts, it may not be too
late to deduct this last year’s expenses. I re-
cently spoke with an uninsured sole proprietor
who had spent $5000 on his family’s dental
work in the past year, $4500 of which he will
now be able to fully write off—he was only
frustrated that no one had told him sooner.
Though there are restrictions on the use for

sole proprietors, they remain a useful way to
deduct medical expenses for all self-employed
owners. An HSA even makes sense for those
who have a traditional plan that doesn’t cover
certain medical procedures, such as orthodon-
tics, laser eye surgery, crowns, cosmetic sur-
gery, etc., and can be used to pay expenses not

covered by a spouse’s benefits plan. There are
no monthly fees or hidden costs, you can use
the plan as often as you like, and you only pay
(usually a fixed percentage) when you submit a
claim. 
The application paperwork is minimal, the

plan design is open, and in many cases the
claims process is automated via cell phone
app. While the least expensive and most cum-
bersome option is a self-administered plan, a
quality HSA—at very little extra expense—
will perform CRA sensitive receipt adjudication
and provide monthly invoices to the employer
for virtually hands-free administration. They
make employers look great to their employees. 
However, I would not recommend replacing a

traditional plan with an HSA. They do have
some significant drawbacks that explain why
they should ideally be a precursor or play sec-
ond fiddle to a traditional plan. First and fore-
most, they suffer from a lack of catastrophic
prescription drug protection. For many employ-

ees, the amount offered via an HSA is ade-
quate, but they do little to protect the healthy
from a bad year and for the unfortunate few
who face high prescription drug bills their lack
of coverage can be devastating. They also lack
a pay direct drug card. Employees have to fund
their own medical costs, including prescription
drugs, and then wait for reimbursement. If
money is tight, this becomes a serious liability.
The quality of employee benefits is an impor-

tant concern for prospective and current em-
ployees. Traditional benefits thus remain the
gold standard. HSAs are a terrific way to get
your company’s foot in the door to the benefits
world. Some of the most dynamic businesses I
work with have also found in HSAs a competi-
tive supplement to a current plan and a satisfy-
ing strategy of employee recruitment and
retention.

Chad Schmidt, Advisor, Schmidt & Funk Group
Benefits and Insurance.  

Karan Sodhi

Chad Schmidt
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TRADES

One of our pet peeves at the Canadian Chamber
is when governments talk about infrastructure 
investment purely in terms of how many billions
they’re spending, often with few details about
what the infrastructure is trying to achieve. We
worry when the goals are unclear and dollar sums
are massive. Imagine someone saying, “I’d like to
renovate my home and am unsure what needs to
be done, but I’d like to spend at least $150,000.”
(And, it’s all borrowed money.)
We decided to flip it around to talk about what

we get out of infrastructure, rather than just ask-
ing how much money is going in. That’s why we
wrote a report called Stuck in Traffic for 10,000
Years. That’s the amount of additional time that
commuters in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver
spend stuck in traffic every single year as a result
of road congestion. It’s an enormous waste for the
Canadian economy to have those people sitting
around in cars burning gasoline. That’s why we
need to prioritize investments in transportation 
capacity where they’re needed most. Instead of
spreading the money across the country like jam,
let’s concentrate on the worst bottlenecks (we’ve
got a list).
Canada also needs to prioritize investments in

broadband. Canada’s geography results in big cov-
erage gaps, much lower speeds and much higher
costs, particularly in rural and Northern areas. It’s

critical for the government to increase public infra-
structure investments in rural and remote connec-
tivity and improve tax incentives.
The third major priority is to build export corri-

dors, in the Asia-Pacific Gateway as well as the
Québec-Ontario Continental trade corridor, to get
our goods to market. This would significantly 
improve the long-term competitiveness of Cana-
dian manufacturers.
How are we doing on these investments? The

above table from the Fall Economic Update shows
new spending on infrastructure. Not much (13%)
is going to trade and transportation—the things
that improve productivity and growth. Canadians
must also look to the private sector for infrastruc-
ture needs. That’s why we’re excited about the po-
tential of the Canadian Infrastructure Bank.
Let’s take a real world example. VIA Rail is pro-

posing to build a new dedicated passenger rail
line between Toronto and Quebec City that would
provide more frequencies and improve the conven-
ience, reliability and trip times of connections. The
trains would be able to run at their full potential
speed of 160 km/h because they would no longer
share tracks with freight trains. The line would
also reduce congestion by taking 2.4 million cars
off the road (that translates into 10.8 million tons
of carbon dioxide).
The total cost is $4 billion and could be paid for

by the increased number of passengers who will
take the train. So the project doesn’t need tax-
payers, it just needs financing—some debt that
can be paid back over 15 or 20 years. That is 
exactly what the Infrastructure Bank should be
doing.

Hendrik Brakel is the Senior Director, 
Economic, Financial & Tax Policy for the 

Canadian Chamber of Commerce. 
hbrakel@chamber.ca

Infrastructure Spending—Real Bang for the Buck!

“It just makes sense!” is the most common 
response we get when we ask employer-spon-
sors why they hire and train apprentices. 
Apprenticeship has been around for centuries
but surprisingly, only one in five skilled trades
employers hire apprentices. Across BC, there
are over 11,000 registered employer-sponsors
and we reached out to Surrey’s very own, BI
Pure Water, to find out why they’ve built 
apprentice training into their business model. 
BI Pure Water designs, manufactures, and

tests waste and water treatment systems and
ship the complete systems all over the world.
There are a number of trades under the roof of
BI Pure Water, including Electrician, Plumber,
Millwright, Metal Fabricator, and Welder.
They’ve hired apprentices for all of these trades
over the years and have found that it is one of
the best ways to build skills and retain knowl-
edge in the organization.
Employers and industry that have their finger

on the pulse of labour market demands know
that there is a shortage of skilled labour and
that if you’re not integrating apprentices into
your succession planning, you’re planning for a
stagnant future. To Jonathan Boughen, Business
Director, BI Pure Water, apprenticeships are a
sure way to build a loyal and dedicated work-
force and that’s exactly why they have been hir-
ing apprentices for over 20 years. Boughen gave

an example of a young Electrician apprentice,
Steve Foreman, who finished his apprenticeship
with BI Pure Water a couple of years ago and
now is the Supervisor for the electrical team.
Boughen noted that because this Foreman had
completed his apprenticeship training at BI 
Pure Water, he understood the value of appren-
tice training and is now set up for success in
training apprentices for his team and growing
the business. 
Boughen also noted another benefit to having

apprentices in the shop is the flow of new 

perspectives and modern thinking that come
with them. Technology is always changing and
when apprentices return from classroom techni-
cal training, they share what they’ve learned,
keeping the business and team current and 
relevant. 
So with all the great benefits of apprentice

training, why are only one in five trades 
employers hiring apprentices? Every employer
has their challenges but those who are commit-
ted to training the future skilled tradespeople of
their companies are ahead of the game by far.

Sometimes it’s about finding the right fit. There
are over 15,000 job seekers looking for appren-
ticeships on the WorkBC’s Job Match Tool, an
online tool that matches up employers to ap-
prentices that fit their business needs. If you’ve
been thinking about hiring and training an
apprentice, Boughen shared some encouraging
words, “it’s the right thing to do for the industry,
business, and economy. If you’re concerned
about ROI, you get what you put in!”

www.itabc.ca/overview/info-employers

Champions of Apprenticeship Spotlight: BI Pure Water

SBOT Maintains Support of Kinder
Morgan Pipeline Expansion
Today, the BC Government indicated that

they have hired Thomas Berger as special
legal counsel to look at current action again-
st the pipeline expansion plan, and will also
apply to be an intervenor in legal challenges
to federal approval of the project. There is
also a plan for ongoing further consultations
with BC's First Nations.
In 2013, the Surrey Board of Trade released

their position in support of the Kinder Mor-
gan Pipeline Expansion and in late 2016 con-
gratulated the Federal Government on their
decision to approve Kinder Morgan’s Trans
Mountain Expansion Project.
“Despite the BC Government’s decision

today to further review and consult on the
pipeline expansion, the Surrey Board of
Trade continues their support of the Kinder
Morgan Expansion Project with the develop-
ment of 15,000 jobs, mostly in the trades,"
said Anita Huberman, CEO, Surrey Board of
Trade. 
“Further, the Surrey Board of Trade 

believes the reviews that have already taken
place which include a focus on environmen-
tal protections such as the 157 binding con-
ditions by the National Energy Board as well

as the investments in the Ocean Protection
Plan, serves to address environmental and
other concerns related to the project. The
Surrey Board of Trade has been an advocate
of this infrastructure project. Moving crude
oil by rail through suburbs has proved to be
far more hazardous than using state-of-the
art technology in pipelines.”
The Surrey Board of Trade continues to 

encourage and support green technology and
a reduction of carbon emissions as led by
BC’s carbon tax, and the federal govern-
ment's climate action plan. “We do need to
leave a better world for future generations.
We do need to work hard to move green 
energy sources forward. But it won’t happen
overnight,” said Huberman. “We do need to
be realistic in regards to the continued need
for fossil fuels until such a time as a viable
alternative can be developed that is both
cost effective and sustainable.”
The Surrey Board of Trade has extensively

reviewed Kinder Morgan’s commitment to 
ensure that the proposed twinned pipeline
will meet and exceed the most stringent 
conditions to get product to market in the
safest possible way.
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As more and more small businesses open their
doors, it’s no wonder small business bankers are
in high demand. In saying that however, more
importantly than simply having a business
banker is the quality of the relationship you have
with them. 
Small business bankers are not just focused on

making sure your cheques get deposited or
you’re using an operating line of credit instead of
your credit card for inventory purchases. Yes, a
big part of their job is to understand your busi-

ness and provide their expertise to ensure your
business has the right day-to-day banking serv-
ices, it doesn’t end there. They understand your
success is built on more than low-fee banking or
payroll services. Here are just a few reasons why
a small business owner should establish a strong
relationship with his or her business banker. 
Your business banker is a trusted advisor that

eats, breathes and sleeps business.
Most business bankers will have an undergrad-

uate degree in business or economics, 
giving them a broad knowledge of commercial
concepts. What’s more, many business bankers
take a keen interest in the global economy and
always have their finger on the pulse of the local
economy. Drawing on this sum total of experi-
ence and knowledge, your business banker can
provide insights—or even suggest solutions—
that may not have occurred to you. Furthermore,
your business advisor will take a proactive ap-
proach in reaching you should they become privy
to information that could impact your business. 
Your business banker is a second set of eyes

who can also provide a second opinion.
A business banker’s specialization in serving

business owners means he or she is well-versed
in business plans and their essential compo-

nents. As a trusted advisor, your business banker
can help improve the all-important planning ele-
ments that are foundational to the success of
your business. He or she can review your busi-
ness plan with an objective eye, spot potential
problems and suggest alternatives or improve-
ments with things like cash flow, revenue projec-
tions and so much more.
When it’s time to finance growth, or explore

other financial solutions, your business banker
knows you and your business.
You’ve been crunching the numbers, keeping

tabs on the market and reviewing your business
strategy. It’s clear—you need a loan for the capi-
tal required to grow your business. The process
is going to be smoother and quicker if your busi-
ness banker already knows you and your busi-
ness. Business bankers are experts in their field
and they know that solid lending decisions (for
both the financial institution and the business
owner) are grounded on knowing who they’re
lending to.
When your business banker invests time 

in your business and understands it fully—

including you, your business plan and your 
financial results—he or she is able to provide
guidance that reaches beyond loans and lines of
credit, payroll services and bank accounts, to
areas like cash management, commercial 
insurance and succession planning.
Take the time to cultivate a strong relationship

with your business banker by inviting them to
your premises for a tour of your operation. You
won’t regret the positive, tangible implications a
strong relationship will have on the long-term
success of your business. 

As the regional manager of business banking for
Envision, Avi Kay leads a team of business bank-
ing experts who are passionate about seeing
local businesses succeed. He can be reached at
604-539-7076 or akay@envisionfinancial.ca.

Relationship Health Check: How is Your Relationship with Your Small Business Banker? 

Avi Kay

FINANCIAL ADVICE

Gopal Sahota, President of the Fraser Valley Real 
Estate Board, gave the keynote address. The focus,
the growth and change of the real estate industry
and market pressures, was timely and well received.

Her Worship Linda Hepner, Mayor of City of Surrey, 
officiated with the swearing in of the incoming 
directors.

Surrey Board of Trade welcomes new and returning directors. From L to R:  Tammy Rea, TD Bank, and incoming
Treasurer; Tako van Popta, McQuarrie Hunter; Dan Reader, Murray Latta Progressive Machine; Doug Tennant, 
Semiahmoo House Society; Mandie LaMontagne, Intueri Group; Steve Dooley, SFU, incoming Vice-Chair; Curtis
Christopherson, Innovative Fitness; Perminder Chohan, Desjardins Financial; Baljit Dhaliwal, Ashton College; 
Balraj Mann, BM Group of Companies; and Dr. Greg Thomas, returning Chair.
They join current directors: John Folka, KPMG; Marlyn Graziano, KPU; Chuck Keeling, Elements Casino; and 
Jay Rao, EXP Services.

“The Surrey Board of Trade provided highlights on their work as a policy advocate representing
business at the city, regional, provincial and federal government levels; a convener and coalition-
builder around issues from transportation to education to the environment; their one-stop entre-
preneurial centre with business and international services; and their community partnerships and
initiatives to make Surrey globally competitive as well as a great place to live, work and raise a
family,” said Anita Huberman, CEO, Surrey Board of Trade.

Incoming Board Members
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PERSONALITIES & EVENTS

John Folka of KPMG at Northview Golf Course proudly 
wearing his Surrey Board of Trade brand wear.

SBOT’s Indra Bhan at the opening of Cloverdale Paint’s state-of-
the-art research and development facility in Surrey.  With CEO

Tim Vogel and Chairman of the Board, Cloverdale Paint, 
Wink Vogel

Surrey Board of Trade's Moiez Babar with Greg Timm of 
Pacific Customs Broker at Softball City for the 2017 
Canada Cup International Softball Championship! 

SBOT celebrates SFU’s collaboration with Siemens to 
develop new curriculum and partnership for manufacturing

training in Surrey.

With Gavin Toy, CEO Westminster Savings Credit Union, and
Kathleen Strath of Kinsmen Place Lodge at the 

opening of Grandview location.

Congratulations to Westminster Savings Credit Union 
Grandview Opening

Moiez Babar from the Surrey Board of Trade with Regional
Business Manager Rebecca Merriman and Neil Fraser, 

President of Medtronic Canada at their 
June Grand Opening in Surrey.

Surrey Board of Trade at the 29th Park 'n Fly Annual 
Anniversary Celebration in Vancouver.  SBOT is a proud 
partner with Park 'N Fly at the Vancouver Airport. 

Surrey Board of Trade at the grand opening of the Southpoint
location of Modern Tap Room on July 21 (ShowShaa).

Surrey Board of Trade with the then Premier-Designate John
Horgan at the July 13 US Consul General Independence 

Celebration at the Vancouver Aquarium.

Surrey Board of Trade met with Peter Xotta, VP Planning & 
Operations and Naomi Horsford, Municipal Executive Liaison of
the Port of Vancouver, with Chair of Transportation Team Dave
Hayer, SBOT Chair Dr. Greg Thomas, and Anita SBOT CEO.

SBOT Policy & Research manager, Anne Peterson, with Surrey
Civic Treasure, Allen Aubert, at the City of Surrey’s June LRT 

information workshop.
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Indra Bhan celebrates Canada's 150th birthday with RBC
Royal Bank staff members.

Surrey Board of Trade congratulates Surrey's KDS Construction
on 33 years in business. Thank you to Marvin Kale for hosting 

a great celebration. 

Indra Bhan at July’s grand opening of Holy Taco–Original 
Mexican Cuisine on the Fraser Highway. 

Surrey Board of Trade staff at the raising of the new logo for
the new Civic Hotel.

Indra Bhan at the grand opening of iCare Pharmacy with 
owner Santos Meher.

SBOT staff gather on HMCS Regina for a day long experience
of Navy life as part of the Navy’s Women in Leadership Event.

SBOT’s Moiez Babar checks out the view at the top of 
the new Civic Hotel next to Surrey’s City Hall.

The Royal City Theatre Group perform a skit from their upcoming Christmas season’s pantomime at 
SBOT’s Summer Sizzle Networking event, held at the Sheraton Guildford Hotel.

Indra Bhan with Dennis Dandeneau, Executive Director, of
Children’s Foundation at the grand opening of their new 

location in Surrey’s Innovation Boulevard.  

Honourary Captain Anita Huberman, with Her Honour the 
Lieutenant Governor of Saskatchewan, Vaughn Solomon

Schofield, aboard the HMCS Regina, for Women in Leadership
Event.

Surrey Board of Trade at the South Asian Business 
Association Golf Tournament, July 21, 

at Northview Golf Course. 

PERSONALITIES & EVENTS
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ARTS & CULTURE

The first Surrey Board of Trade, Surrey
Mayor’s Art Awards took place on June 9,
drawing over 200 business people, artists, and
the Mayor of Surrey, Linda Hepner, to cele-
brate Surrey’s Creative Industry. The Surrey
Board of Trade proudly presented awards to
the following individuals and organizations:

Arts and Innovation Category 
Winner: Surrey Youth Orchestra 
The Surrey Youth Orchestra has a long history
of bringing orchestra music training to chil-
dren. The orchestra has been under the direc-
tion of Founder Lucille Lewis for 35 years until
2011 when she retired and is now under the
direction of Joel Stobbe and his conductors
Ben Goheen and Andrea Taylor. Each Septem-
ber, more than 100 young musicians rehearse
weekly from September to May, taking part in
music camps, extended workshops, chamber
music, and specialized instruction.

Cultural Ambassador Category
Winner: Mohammad Aminul Islam 
Mohammad is the President of the Mother
Language Lovers of the World Society, based
in Surrey. For the past 10 years, he has worked
tirelessly to promote and preserve linguistic di-
versity and cultural heritage within Surrey and
throughout BC through the celebration of the
International Mother Language Day, recog-
nized annually on February 21 worldwide. In

Surrey, every year approximately 70,000 stu-
dents, representing 172 various mother lan-
guage speakers have the opportunity to know
about and celebrate their languages, identify
their cultural heritage and share this with oth-
ers. Mr. Islam's work promotes diversity and
respect for other cultures through cross-cul-
tural sharing.

Philanthropy Category
Winner: Westminster Savings 
Credit Union  
Westminster Savings is committed to increas-
ing access to active living and the arts in the
community. They call this commitment 'Project
Better Balance'. The credit union’s philosophy
is that participation in arts and active living
leads to greater self-confidence, athletic devel-
opment, personal expression, enhanced critical
thinking and social reinforcement. Both staff
and senior management at Westminster Sav-
ings provide outstanding support to their com-
munity partnerships by volunteering at a
variety of public events, attending local initia-
tives and creating a number of opportunities to
heighten awareness of the arts.

Legacy Category
Winner: Sheila McKinnon
Sheila’s career choice was initially motivated
by a desire to work with children and youth in
high needs communities and to make a differ-

ence in the quality of people’s lives. Sheila
was recruited to work in Surrey from a large
municipal organization in Ontario where com-
munity development was her strong suit. This
year, retiring in her 22 year working for the City
of Surrey as Arts Manager, her legacy is found
in the outcomes from the Cultural Capital of
Canada Award programs. The Fusion Festival
has become a catalyst for cultural sharing; the
6 public art installations beautify our spaces in
Surrey, and the Surrey Civic Treasures Awards
have given the city a sense of pride in the ac-
complishment of its highest achievers in the
cultural sector.

The award ceremony was part of a creative
economy dialogue focused on making Surrey a
music city destination. Participants discussed
the key strategies to grow and strengthen a
music economy and the importance of a music
city to local businesses.
"The Surrey Board of Trade will lead the

charge on making Surrey a music city destina-
tion through collaborations with those in the
music industry and those who want to enhance
Surrey’s already vibrant arts and culture
scene," said Anita Huberman, CEO Surrey
Board of Trade. "We will consider developing
music and musician friendly policies, creating
a music city office, forming a music advisory
board, outreach strategies, access to spaces,
developing the music audience, and music

tourism. A music city strategy will grow and
strengthen our economy and our businesses." 
The Surrey Mayor’s Art Awards recognizes

individuals and businesses that are committed
to enriching Surrey through the arts, thus en-
hancing Surrey’s livability. The Surrey Board of
Trade and the City of Surrey are committed to
cultivating and sustaining a healthy and inclu-
sive city and work towards ensuring that the
cultural richness of Surrey is reflected through
these awards.
The Surrey Board of Trade Tourism, Arts and

Culture Team accepted applications and nomi-
nees were judged based on:
• The degree to which they had a positive 
impact on Surrey

• The number of people they served
• Their history and involvement in perform-
ances, exhibits, commissions and 
fellowships,

• And, their artistic and professional 
affiliations.  

Presenting Sponsor: Sheraton Vancouver
Guildford Hotel
Award Sponsors:        
The Lark Group and
Tien Sher Group of Companies
Media Sponsor:      
The Surrey NOW-Leader Newspaper
AV Sponsor:     
Focus Audio Visual Services

2017 SURREY MAYOR’S ART AWARDS
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PUBLIC SAFETY

Surrey’s business community is not willing to
make up for increasing claims costs associated
with poor driving. “The message was clear,”
said Anita Huberman, CEO Surrey Board of
Trade. “Our members want ICBC to go after
bad drivers, not increase their business 
expenses. In this and past surveys, we know
that in Surrey, our members drive to work and
drive for work on a daily basis. It is the cost of
doing business. Increasing rates beyond a rea-
sonable cost-of-living per annum to fix ICBC is
not supportable – 30% increase is a non-
starter,” said Huberman.
The Surrey Board of Trade members were

asked to respond to a survey based on the
Ernst & Young Review of ICBC released late
July. The survey ran from July 27 to August 4.
“The report was over 200 pages and pro-

vided numerous recommendations to fix ICBC,”

said Huberman. “It was very difficult to wrestle
it down into a 10 minute survey. We provided
links to the report and webpage to help our
members review the complexity of what was
suggested.”
Nearly 100 members responded despite run-

ning in peak summer weeks. “They didn’t hold
back,” said Huberman. “They were unequivo-
cal in rejecting much of the report’s recommen-
dations.”
All four options given in “Opportunity Two”

to change the Basic Insurance Plan were
strongly rejected. Opposed and strongly op-
posed consistently fell between 65% and 75%
for all four options described in the report,
which put caps on different payouts with vary-
ing rates. Nearly 70% members agreed with
Attorney General David Eby, who said that 
no-fault insurance would not be considered.

Members did agree with some of the meas-
ures suggested in “Opportunity One” regarding
driving habits, with support for doubling the
number of intersection cameras and, surpris-
ingly, speed enforcement cameras at high-risk
sites. The strongest comments from members
focused on distracted driving – increase penal-
ties, increase technology solutions, and other
suggestions were supported or strongly sup-
ported (between 65% and 85%).
When asked if they agreed with Minister Eby

who said no photo radar, members were
mixed. 48% did not agree (opposed, strongly
opposed) and only 35% agreed/strongly
agreed. Comments were also mixed with those
who said, “Any tool that can be used to reduce
speeding should be pursued,” to, “photo radar
is unconstitutional,” and “it was mis-used.”
“Our members did not want yet another reg-

ulatory oversight agency or board as they view
that as unnecessary bureaucracy,” said 
Huberman. “What they do want is improved
road safety and a much more accountable,
transparent governance. These where the two
recommendations in Opportunity 3 that were
strongly supported.”
“We will be discussing the results of the 

survey in full at our Transportation team meet-
ing, along with the report, and determining
next steps in terms of advocating for our 
members. It was very clear from the many
comments throughout the survey that more
needs to be done to crack down on bad drivers
and linking their behaviour to their insurance
premiums,” said Huberman. “This survey has
given us a good indication of our members’
thoughts. Clearly, more work is required to fix
ICBC for the benefit of our members.

SBOT Members Have Strong Opinions on ICBC

Drug impairment on the job is a complex
challenge for employers at the best of times.
With the pending legalization by the Federal
government of recreational marijuana usage,
employers are reviewing what they know and
what they need to know to be prepared. With
that purpose at the forefront, these recommen-
dations encompass general and specific re-
quests for clarity and guidance for employers
large and small, unionized or not, safety-sensi-
tive or not. 
A preliminary review of recent (within the

past 5 years) and relevant (Canadian) literature
(including peer reviewed academic literature)
reveals three general foci:  adolescent usage
concerns, non-alcoholic drug-impaired driving,
and accommodation for medical marijuana
usage. Workplace research is minimal and
tends to be reliant on case law findings arising
from appealed dismissals. 
The recently released report of the Task

Force on Cannabis legalization and Regulation,
“A Framework for the Legalization and Regula-
tion of Cannabis in Canada,” likewise concerns
itself with adolescence and impaired drivers.
The section on workplace safety is 1½ pages
and from which, three of the Task Force 83 rec-
ommendations are relevant:
• Facilitate and monitor ongoing research on 
cannabis and impairment, considering 
implications for occupational health and 
safety policies,

• Work with existing federal, provincial and 
territorial bodies to better understand 
potential occupational health and safety 
issues related to cannabis impairment, and

• Work with provinces, territories, employers 
and labour representatives to facilitate the 
development of workplace impairment 
policies. (P. 29)
In April the Federal government introduced

Bill C-45 respecting cannabis and set out the

purpose of the Act to protect public health and
public safety but does not specifically refer to
the workplace. 
In B.C., both the B.C. Human Rights Code and

WorkSafe BC have bearing on employment
guidance. In the Human Rights Code, there is
no specific definition for impairment; however,
Section 13 (1) states “A person must not (b)
discriminate against a person regarding em-
ployment or any term or condition of employ-
ment because of … physical or mental
disability...; nor can any person discriminate in
regard to accommodation (Section 8) based on
physical or mental disability without reason-
able justification.” This is relevant to mari-
juana usage as drug dependence (addiction) is
considered a disability.  Accommodation is re-
quired up to the point of undue hardship,
where the cost of reasonable and practical
steps are too difficult or expensive. The bar for
employers to prove this is very high.  
Worksafe BC regulations provides some

guidance: 
4.20 Impairment by alcohol, drug or other 
substance

(1) A person must not enter or remain at any 
workplace while the person's ability to work
is affected by alcohol, a drug or other sub-
stance so as to endanger the person or 
anyone else.

(2) The employer must not knowingly permit a 
person to remain at any workplace while 
the person's ability to work is affected by 
alcohol, a drug or other substance so as to 
endanger the person or anyone else.

(3) A person must not remain at a workplace if 
the person's behaviour is affected by 
alcohol, a drug or other substance so as to 
create an undue risk to workers, except 
where such a workplace has as one of its 
purposes the treatment or confinement of 
  such persons.

Note: In the application of section 4.20, 
workers and employers need to consider the
effects of prescription and non-prescription 
drugs, and fatigue, as potential sources of 
impairment. There is a need for disclosure 
of potential impairment from any source, 
and for adequate supervision of work to 
ensure reported or observed impairment is 
effectively managed.
While various guidelines exist and templates

can be found for employers to use to develop
onsite alcohol and substance use policies,
(with caveats in the literature regarding which
ones would be better), what is lacking in all
the literature is clarity in definitions and clear
guidelines for employers.
There are two separate issues to consider:

medical marijuana users and recreational
usage on the job. For medical marijuana, the
rules are quite clear regarding accommodation.
Insofar as an employer can, those with appro-
priate medical documentation are accommo-
dated and only actual impairment at work, not
usage, would be grounds for further action up
to dismissal. The challenge is determining
what constitutes impairment.  Under current
Federal criminal law, the Marihuana for Med-
ical Purposes Regulations (MMPRs), the re-
quired document, similar to a prescription,
must
129(1) A medical document provided by a 
health care practitioner to a person who is 
under their professional treatment must 
indicate

a) The practitioner’s given name, surname, 
profession, business address and telephone
number, facsimile number and email ad
dress, if applicable, the province in which 
the practitioner is authorized to practise 
their profession and the number assigned 
by the province to that authorization;

b) The person’s given name, surname, and 

date of birth;
c) The address of the location at which the 
person consulted with the practitioner;

d) The daily quantity of dried marihuana to be 
used by the person, expressed in grams; 
and 

e) The period of use.  
For medical marijuana usage, therefore, the

challenge for an employer is to determine
whether the documentation and allowable
amounts can lead to impairment up to the
point, as expressed by WorkSafe BC, of
undue risk. This does not address potential
decreased productivity, the impact of usage
and/or accommodation on other employees,
and the overall costs of accommodation even
if not up to point of undue hardship. What
employers and employees need is a workable
definition of impairment, and a tool to assist
in determining impairment, such as a univer-
sally applicable checklist for non-medically
trained supervisors. Further, employers and
employees, particularly those without an 
in-house Human Resources department –
such as small and medium sized entities –
would greatly benefit from having a readily
identifiable regulatory authority that could
provide consistent, standardized documenta-
tion and up to date information.
Recreational users (legalized or not) would

be treated as other substance users and 
potential abusers, according to the literature.
However, again, it is the level of impairment,
rather than usage itself, that provides
grounds for employer action up to and includ-
ing dismissal. Key to whether employers have
any sway is the existence of written policies
outlining a clear statement of drug usage on
the job, the levels of graduated disciplinary
steps, and an invitation for disclosure with
accommodation considered. 

Continued to page 23

Marijuana and the Workplace: Ensuring the Safety of
Workers and Businesses
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There is both good news and bad news if you
are a die-hard fan of the 'Game of Thrones'
HBO series. The good news is that on July 31
hackers made off with a pocket-full of HBO
Game of Thrones data. This is good news for
you. The bad news is that this is clearly very
bad news for HBO.

What Happened?
According to Entertainment Weekly, a breach

at HBO allowed hackers to steal 1.5 terabytes
of data, including episodes of HBO shows yet
to be released along with information on the
current season of Game of Thrones. What's
more, the hackers have and will continue to
leak scripts and upcoming series episodes on
the Internet.
HBO has confirmed the hack with a state-

ment released the same day; "HBO recently 
experienced a cyber incident, which resulted in
the compromise of proprietary information....
Data protection is a top priority at HBO, and
we take seriously our responsibility to protect
the data we hold."
The Hackers clearly know what they are

doing. By selectively stealing just the Game Of
Thrones series data and leaving the rest of
HBO’s computing infrastructure intact, they
have potentially inflicted far more damage
than if they had simply caused HBO systems to
go offline. Would you want to do business with

a company that has a reputation of not being
able to protect the security of its’ data?

Why Should This Concern Me?
In the digital age, cyber attacks have 

become commonplace and strangely, enter-
tainment entities have often found themselves
the victim of these hacks. The HBO attack is
the latest in a line of hacks aimed at major
Hollywood companies including Disney 
(Pirates of the Caribbean 5) and Netflix 
(Orange Is the New Black). I, for one, am puz-
zled why the industry is still so vulnerable in
light of the hacks at Sony a few years ago.
What makes this hack even more concerning

is that, according to multiple sources, there is
no ransom note. That means the hackers' 
motivation may have less to do with money
and more to do with a political agenda, giving
them the power to wreak havoc with the 
release of potentially compromising data 
(including internal memos and email corre-
spondence) for HBO and its investors.

Pay attention! The lesson here is that if the
big guys, like HBO, Sony and Netflix can be
compromised so easily, what does that tell
you about the security of your computer sys-
tem? Hackers love small and midsized 
businesses because they typically do not have
the time or expertise to properly secure their
systems against Cyber Criminals making your
small businesses ripe for the picking.
If your computer network downloads any of

the stolen items, you will receive a copy- 
write infringement notice in your inbox. Are
you prepared to go to court? Does your Guest
wireless system block these types of re-
quests? When was the last time you had a 
security audit done? Need help? 
Call us at 604.270.1730 and we’ll be happy 
to assist.

Bob Milliken is the TheITguy@CascadiaSys-
temsGroup.com specializing in helping busi-
nesses with their IT needs and keeping their
systems secure.

The Game Of Thrones Hack Is A Lesson For Us All

SBOT Environment and
Business Award Nominees

Bob Milliken

On Thursday, September 14, the Surrey
Board of Trade will present four winners with a
Surrey Environment and Business Award. The
11th annual awards are presented to Surrey
Board of Trade members or Surrey-based busi-
nesses that have demonstrated exceptional
dedication to environmental leadership and/or
issues. The award recipients are guided by a
sense of respect for the environment and
demonstrate this initiative consistently. 

This year’s nominees are:

Small Business Category
Freshtec Innovations Inc.
Leading Ahead
The Eco Floor Store
West Coast Water Treatment

Medium Business Category
ENKON Environmental Limited
Honeybee Centre
Organic Grocer
PowerPAD – SFU Fuel Cell Research 
Laboratory

Large Business Category
ABC Recycling
BC Plant Health Care
CARO Analytical Services
Dillon Consulting Limited
Fraser Surrey Docks
Lafarge Canada Inc.
LifeLabs
Stericycle ULC
Surrey Schools
TD Bank Group
Trans-Continental Textile Recycling Ltd.

A Circular Economy Award will also be pre-
sented this year to one of the nominees above.
The winner will have demonstrated that they
re-invent, re-think and re-define how they use
materials. They will have kept resources in use
for as long as possible, extracted the maximum
value from them while in use, then recover and
regenerate products and materials at the end
of each service life.
The Surrey Board of Trade will announce the

winners at its 11th Annual Surrey Environment
and Business Awards Luncheon.
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BUSINESS MENTORSHIP

Give back | Create leadership pipeline 
Meet organizational expectation

Expand network | Follow one’s passion

There are as many reasons for why we
choose to mentor or be mentored, as there are
for where we come from. 
Mentorship Economics
Having recognized the need for and the value

of mentorship, coaching, and leadership ori-
ented programs, it’s no surprise to see the
overwhelming number of options available
from which to choose. Workplace specific, gov-
ernment or public service oriented, non-profit,
or education or professional association spon-
sored—there is something for everyone.
Knowing which one is the ‘right one’, and suc-
cessfully navigating through qualifiers, applica-
tions, and eligibility criteria to find the perfect
match can be overwhelming and sometimes
even prohibitive. 
Interestingly, a decision to participate in a

pairing or mentor/mentee relationship occurs

before commitment to any specific program,
group or association. In some cases, the seed
is planted early in one’s career or life—as a 
reflection of having witnessed success in oth-
ers or through growing up in an environment
where sharing of wisdom and guidance was
part of the cultural norm. In other situations,
interest develops over time through work and
life experience and through both personal and
professional growth. 
A classic example of supply and demand,

those in search of additional support or assis-
tance from someone with experience or influ-
ence, or practical knowledge in a particular
field; of someone who isn’t their parent, coach,
or teacher—who transcend the traditional and
offer a fresh new, objective perspective—find
themselves in a challenging position. Where
do I go, and to whom do I turn?
Reinforcing the adage, “It’s not how you start

but how you finish,” the desire to work with
others ultimately brings interested, open-
minded parties together through their simple
shared need for connection. 
Integration
BYB 2017 participants are excellent exam-

ples of the depth, breadth, and diversity of
those individuals and businesses looking to
make a meaningful contribution and connec-
tion. From large organization CEO, General
Manager and Incorporated Professional in
practice, to first time and repeat entrepreneur,
mid-career manager, and retired citizen-come-
community contributor, Mentors in both the
Career and Entrepreneurial streams offer sig-
nificant value to their Protégé.  From more than
a dozen pairings, Mentor profiles showcase a
wide representation of age, career stage, lan-

guage, professional/technical capacity, com-
munity and family involvement, and culture.  
Equally as engaging, Protéges continue to

push the boundaries of what is possible. This
year there are newly immigrated professionals
looking at breaking into the employment mar-
ket and continuing to practice their craft; keen
and eager technical specialists wanting to
learn more about starting their own business
or fine tuning a work in progress; students
emerging into the job market for the first time,
ready to put theory to the test but lacking the
connections to do so effectively; and so many
more.
The success to date of these pairings is 

evidenced through recent feedback and 
testimonial:

“Our relationship is more of a partnership than
a traditional Mentor/Mentee… “
“My Protégé is more confident… an improve-
ment from the beginning of the program.”
“The best thing is that I can ask my Protégé for
advice!”
“Their ability to network was already good, but
it’s always easier to do with a partner.”
“I’ve found our relationship to be more peer-
mentoring, and it’s going really well.”
“After some mentoring, the idea of networking
has changed for me and I have been able to
make friendly business and non-business 
connections.”
“I feel confident now when talking to people.
The more you know about the culture and 
systems, the easier it is.”

When it comes to mentorship, we often
focus on finding the one person who can help

to guide us through the challenges we will
face. Setting itself apart from other programs
of its kind, Build Your Bridge (BYB) Mentorship
Program engages the business community with
an untapped or under represented group of 
citizens. With an eye on Creating Connections,
Overcoming Challenges, and Strengthening 
Relationships, the program and its stewards
suggest that rather than relying on one person,
it might be better to think about the set of peo-
ple you need to have around you to help you
succeed.
For more information on becoming a Mentor

or Protégé in the Surrey Board of Trade’s Men-
torship Program, contact Program Manager,
Anne Peterson Anne@businessinsurrey.com or
visit www.businessinsurrey.com/workforcede-
velopment/mentorship

Mandie LaMontagne, The Intueri Group. She is
also on the Surrey Board of Trade Board of 
Directors.

Build Your Bridge with SBOT

Mandie LaMontagne

Laurie Caldi with her protégé, Arjun Vijeth, and
Dr. Greg Thomas, Chair of the Surrey Board 
of Trade and a strong advocate for mentorship

in business.

Surrey Newcomer Employment Week: Welcoming Global Talent
Drastant Mehta came to Canada in 2013,

with a degree in computer engineering, a
plethora of experience in India and Kenya, and
an impressive history of giving back to his
community. He also speaks six languages.
Mehta represents the newcomer talent Surrey
has to offer. 
But, like many others, Mehta had difficulty

connecting to employment opportunities. “The
biggest challenge is finding the right resources
and support centres at the right times,” he
says, “It took me quite a bit of time to find the
services that would address my needs.” 
But it is not that employment opportunities

do not exist. Over 7000 newcomers arrive in
Surrey every year and, according to the
Province of BC’s Labour Market Outlook, Surrey
will have more than 8000 unfilled positions be-
tween now and 2022. Employers are eager to
hire newcomer talent. So why are so many
qualified immigrants having difficulty connect-
ing to these opportunities?  
A survey of employers in Surrey, conducted

as part of the Surrey Local Immigration Part-
nership’s (Surrey LIP) 2015 Labour Market 

Research Project, found that employers are 
unaware of the resources available to them
help fill vacant positions. This same lack of
awareness is also true of newcomers. 
“The business community is going through a

transformation. It has labour shortages and
skills shortages,” says Surrey Board of Trade
(SBOT) CEO, Anita Huberman, “There needs to
be a way for our newcomer community to play
a bigger role.”
The upcoming Surrey NEW: Newcomer 

Employment Week (Surrey NEW) is looking to
fit that role. Running from October 21 to 27,
Surrey NEW is a week of events, activities
and celebrations hosted across Surrey by a
variety of stakeholders aiming to bring the
community together and build better 
bridges between newcomer job seekers and
employers.  
Organized in partnership between the SBOT

and the Surrey LIP, Surrey NEW invites any
business or organization in Surrey to get 
involved by hosting an event that showcases
their involvement with newcomers, such as
an open house, a lunch-and-learn, a career

workshop, and more. Businesses are also 
invited to sponsor Surrey NEW events.
One of the goals of Surrey NEW is to raise

awareness about the benefits of immigrant 
talent to the business community in Surrey.
We are asking employers to share their sto-
ries about how their company benefited from
hiring immigrant workforce. These stories will
be shared through social media by the City
and over 25 Surrey LIP partners. Send us your 
stories to socialplanning@surrey.ca.
Surrey NEW is the latest in a series of part-

nerships between the SBOT and the Surrey
LIP exploring ways to connect employers to
the newcomer talent pool. Earlier this year,
the SBOT hosted a series of sector-specific
dialogues between immigrants and employers
which explored the challenges and opportuni-
ties both face in connecting with each other.
Surrey NEW hopes to pave the way for

success stories like that of Drastant Mehta,
who, with the assistance of service provider
Back in Motion, is now employed at Telus and
is co-chair of the Immigrant Advisory Round-
table.  “With our collective efforts,” says

Mehta, “We make integration to Surrey to 
effortless that people from any corner of the
world would love to call Surrey their home.”

For more information on Surrey NEW: New-
comer Employment Week, contact Surrey LIP
at socialplanning@surrey.ca or visit their
website www.surreylip.ca. Formed in 2014
and managed by City of Surrey, Surrey LIP is a 
collaboration of multiple community partners
working together to make Surrey more 
welcoming and inclusive. 
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ADVOCACY

By 2021, BC’s Minimum Wage will increase
to $15/hour. The current minimum wage sits at
$10.85/hour. Effective September 15, the gen-
eral minimum wage will increase from $10.85
to $11.35 and the liquor server wage will 
increase from $9.60 to $10.10. That will put
B.C. from the seventh-highest rate in Canada
to the third-highest among provinces. In 2016,
the Surrey Board of Trade surveyed their 2,400
members to find out how they feel about im-
pending minimum wage increases. 
“Regarding minimum wage, the results of

the survey did support the Surrey Board of
Trade’s current policy which is to have the min-
imum wage indexed to the Consumer Price
Index, with predictable and consistent 
increases so that businesses can adjust with-
out undue impact – especially on the small to
medium sized employers,” said Anita Huber-
man, CEO, Surrey Board of Trade. Nearly 70%
of SBOT respondents work for companies that
employ 50 employees or less, the rest more,
with 23% in companies with over 100
employees.
Small businesses argue minimum wage 
increases will make it even more difficult for
them to make ends meet amid a growing num-
ber of rising costs. Small-business owners in

B.C. say a minimum-wage hike will likely force
them to cut costs, including jobs, and poten-
tially raise prices of their products and serv-
ices. Businesses will be forced to adjust either
by changing their service level or finding ways
to improve productivity.
Rounding out the survey’s questions was an

opportunity for respondents to comment. 
Always informative, comments from members
ranged from those who “do not agree with this
living wage concept, you want better wages,
get more training,” to believing that a “living
wage is a moral imperative. Structural poverty
is not what society is about.” Most fell in 
between and focused on how businesses
would be able to manage. Some of the impact
comments that our members will experience
include: everything will go up on a menu; need
regular increases but cannot leap to $15 as it
places too high of a burden on businesses; 
increases do not keep up with cost of living
and businesses will pay later; and, several 
respondents commented that the increase will
further fuel technological substitution.
“The concept of a fair wage commission

which is being discussed right now and its 
impact to business is of interest to the Surrey
Board of Trade.”

SBOT:  Minimum Wage Increase
and Impact to Small Business

Big increases to minimum wage are becom-
ing fashionable in Canada: first Alberta (from
$12.20 currently to $15 in October 2018), then
B.C. (from $10.35 to $11.35 in September
2017) and now Ontario (from $11.40 to $15.00
in January 2019, a 30% hike in 18 months).
Are workers better off or does it mean fewer
jobs?
The debate has been ferocious because

economists don’t agree, but let’s look at the
fundamentals. The government accepts that
carbon taxes are effective at reducing emis-
sions because if you make something more 
expensive, people will use less of it. We
agree, but the same logic must apply to
wages. And, actually, a business owner faced
with the rising cost of an input (labour) has
three options:
1) Absorb the added cost out of her profit 
margin

2) Raise prices
3) Reduce use of labour by substituting in 
more capital or simply making do with less 
work
Let’s take these in order. Some businesses

are so spectacularly profitable that owners can
just absorb rising labour costs. But Apple and
Microsoft don’t use minimum wage labour. If
we look at profit margin by industry, the
biggest users of minimum wage labour are in
retail and food service, with razor thin (below
3%) margins. There is very little room to 
absorb these costs, and if a business is not
profitable, there is not much point in keeping 
it going.
What about raising prices? The critical ingre-

dient in business success is getting the right
price point for your market. One restauranteur
told us that the lunch menu in her neighbor-
hood has to be $5-$8, any higher means flirting
with disaster. In retail, the competition is with
online giants, like Amazon. Often, there is no
room to raise prices without driving away 
customers.
The third option to cope with rising wages is

making do with less staff. This is controversial

because many studies show that minimum
wage can be increased without a correspon-
ding rise in unemployment.
That’s why the recent Seattle study produced

such a bombshell. Washington state collects
detailed data on hours worked and it showed
how part-time workers with irregular sched-
ules are cut back. Seattle’s minimum wage
hike reduced the total hours worked by the
low-wage workforce by about 9% while rais-
ing their wages by only about 3%. The net loss
to workers was an average of $125 a month.
This is a big, immediate hit to the most vulner-
able workers.
In the long-term, minimum wage hikes can

also drive labour-saving capital investment.
The former CEO of McDonald’s told Forbes,
“demands for a much higher minimum wage
would force businesses with small profit mar-
gins to replace full-service employees with
costly investments in self-service alterna-
tives.” At the time, labour groups accused
business owners of crying wolf. McDonald’s is
now rolling out touchscreen self-service kiosks
across Canada and the U.S.
There is some evidence that modest in-

creases in minimum wage can be done without
disrupting labour markets, but governments
have to be cautious about hurting competive-
ness. Previously, I had said there are three 
options to deal with rising costs, but there is
actually a fourth and a fifth option: shut down
or move to a different jurisdiction.

Hendrik Brakel is the Senior Director, Eco-
nomic, Financial & Tax Policy for the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce. hbrakel@chamber.ca

Editor’s note: This article was written in 
response to Ontario’s proposed jump to a
$15/hr minimum wage, to be implemented
over the next few years. Since then, BC has
confirmed the increase to $11.85 in September,
with the development of a Fair Wage Commis-
sion and a plan to move to $15/hr in next 4
years to come.

The Explosive Debate around
Minimum Wage

Win for Business: Suspension of Unfair
Provision in Anti-Spam Legislation 
The Surrey Board of Trade, along with the

Canadian Chamber of Commerce celebrate
the federal government’s decision to halt the
coming into force of the Private Right of 
Action provision of Canada’s anti-spam 
legislation that would have hurt Canadian
businesses.
The PRA was particularly worrisome as it

would have exposed business to potentially
unjust and costly litigation. The Private Right
of Action Provision would have allowed indi-
viduals to take legal action against any com-
pany, which sent them an email they did not
want to receive, without proof of damages.
Businesses rely on their capacity to commu-

nicate with their clients, and some of these
measures would have limited their capacity
to do this. Additionally, this provision would
cost Canadians heavily in lost productivity
and mischievous litigation.
“Small businesses in particular, as well as

service providers, require the ability to reach
out to potential contacts and customers with-
out being penalized,” said Anita Huberman,
CEO of Surrey Board of Trade. “The rules have
created unnecessary barriers while not fully
addressing the underlying cause of unwanted
emails.”
For years, the Chamber has lobbied on 

behalf of its members to convince the govern-
ment to re-examine CASL’s damaging impact
on Canadian business.
“We applaud the government’s decision.

And we are very supportive of the decision to
ask Parliament to undertake a full review of
the law” said Mr. Beatty, President of the
Canadian Chamber of Commerce.

Additional information about CASL and the 
Private Right of Action Provision:
• CASL regulates the flow of e-commerce by 
requiring consent to send a commercial 
electronic message. However the law goes 
far beyond what most would consider to be 
spam and includes business to business 
messages.

• Under the provisions, companies could be 
hit with $200 in statutory damages for each
contravention, or perceived contravention, 
not exceeding $1,000,000 for each day. 

• While the balance of CASL remains in 
force, the PRA was not scheduled to come 
into force until July 1st 2017.

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce is the
vital connection between business and the
federal government. It helps shape public 
policy and decision-making to the benefit of
businesses, communities and families across
Canada with a network of over 450 chambers
of commerce and boards of trade, represent-
ing 200,000 businesses of all sizes in all 
sectors of the economy and in all regions.
News and information are available at 
Chamber.ca or follow on Twitter 
@CdnChamberofCom.
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ENTREPRENEURS

Advancing Manufacturing and 
Innovation in Surrey  

The City of Surrey is the beneficiary of
$125,832 funding to engage a research con-
sultant to identify and address current labour
market challenges in the manufacturing sector.
In particular, the consultant will focus on work-
ing with industry and local academic institu-
tions to close the technical skills shortage with
the increase of robotics, automation, and the
digitalization of BC’s economy.
“The Surrey Board of Trade will be happy to

assist in the research where we can,” said
CEO Anita Huberman. “Our manufacturing
members will be very interested in the results.
We will review the finalized recommendations
and determine how we can action them for the
benefit of our members.”
The City of Surrey has partnered with Simon

Fraser University and Kwantlen Polytechnic
University and expected to be completed by
April 2018.

How to Get People to Open and Read Your Email

Did you know that over 247 billion emails are
sent each day? It’s no wonder that everyone’s
email inboxes are overflowing with messages. 
With the barrage of emails clogging your

inbox, how do you find time to keep up? The
truth is: you simply can’t possibly read and 
respond to every single email you receive. 
With the competition for attention so high,

how can you ensure that your one email stands
out from the rest and gets acted upon? 
Here are some things to consider: 

Timing – Avoid sending your email on a Mon-

day, when everyone is in “catch up” mode
Send your note on Tuesday morning or mid-day
(lunch time) instead. 
From whom? – Make sure your email address
includes your name, and not a department or
group name (such as
sales@companyname.com). 
Salutations – Avoid the dreaded “Dear sir or
madam.” Be more personal and use the per-
son’s name instead, e.g., “Good morning,
Mary.”
Subject lines – This is one of the most criti-
cal parts of your email communication. A well-
crafted subject line is: 
• Short: 41 characters or less is ideal. Open-
ing an email to discover a huge block of text
(that goes on and on) is exhausting. You 
know. You’ve been there! These emails are 
the ones that tend to get closed back up 
and ignored. 

• Specific: Avoid “Hello” or “Great meeting 
you.” Try something more specific such as 
“We met at the XYZ Conference in Atlanta 
last month…”

• Includes action: For example, “Friday Morn-
ing Meeting” doesn’t mean much. However,
“Friday Morning Marketing Meeting Can-

celled” is much more informative and 
compelling (prompting the recipient to open 
and read further).

• Intriguing: Such as, “David Jones suggested
I contact you.”

• Avoid URGENT: Think twice before including
this in your subject line. Is your request 
really that incredibly important? Crying wolf
will dilute the potency of “URGENT,” and 
the next email you send to that person may 
very likely get overlooked. 

Be brief – One email should prompt one out-
come. Are you requesting a meeting? A phone
call? Write with conviction and say so. If more
than one subject needs to be addressed use
bullet points for each, making it easier for your
reader to scan. Best practice is: One email.
One subject. 
Tone – Be clear and professional. Avoid overly
formal language that may make your point dif-
ficult to understand. 
WIIFM – Affectionately known as “What’s in
it for me?” Do your research and find out what
resonates with your contact. If possible, write
your request in a way that helps them solve a
problem. Showing that you’ve done your home-
work will certainly grab the receiver’s attention

and encourage a response. 
Conclusion – Make it easy for the recipient
to make a quick decision and respond to you. If
the question you’re asking can’t be answered
with a simple yes or no, offer multiple choice-
options. Be very specific. For example, “Are
you available for a 30-minute meeting at ABC
Coffee Shop on Thursday at 8:30am? If not, I
can call you on Friday at noon.”
Ditch attachments – Images and large 
attachments can wreak havoc on a person’s
data usage. If you must send a large attach-
ment, ask permission first. Alternatively, you
could use a data storage service like Dropbox. 
It’s important to note that asking for some-

thing on your first email to a new contact may
not be received well… and will likely not 
garner a response. Try to develop a genuine
rapport first, and then make your request later
when it feels more appropriate.
Now it’s your turn! Try it with me. Send me

an email using my tips described above and
see if you receive a response. 

Margaret is an etiquette expert, coach, and
trainer. Margaret@margaretpage.com, 
604-741-1866, www.margaretpage.com.

Margaret Page

L-R:  Councillor Vera LeFranc; Dan Reader, Murray Latta Progressive Machine; 
Dr. Norbert Haunderland, Associate VP Research, SFU; Carolyn Robertson, Dean, 

Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design, KPU; Jagrup Brar, MLA Surrey-Fleetwood; 
Shane Simpson, Minister of Social Development and Poverty Reduction; Linda Hepner, 

Mayor, City of Surrey; Jinny Sims, Minister of Citizens’ Services; Garry Begg, 
MLA Surrey-Guildford; Harry Bains, Minister of Labour; Anita Huberman, CEO SBOT; 

Bruce Ralston, Minister of Jobs, Trade and Technology.

Surrey Innovation Awards 
Nominees Announced
On Thursday, September 28th, the Surrey

Board of Trade will present two winners with
the Surrey Innovation Awards. The awards are
presented to Surrey Board of Trade members or
Surrey-based businesses/organizations or
youth have developed a new or improved tech-
nology, service, process or product by using
creative methods and innovative thinking that
has the potential to transform an industry 
sector or quality of life.
This year’s nominees are:

Excellence in Innovation Category
ARKTOS Developments Ltd.
Foreseeson Technology Inc.
SFU Innovates Strategy
UNITI
Young Innovator Category
4Systems
BlueHIve Technologies
Focused Interiors
Tree Power Technologies

The two winners will be presented with their
awards at a celebratory lunch event.

Date: Thursday, September 28, 2017
Location: Sheraton Vancouver Guildford 
Hotel (15269 104 Avenue, Surrey)
Time: Lunch and Registration 11:30 a.m. – 
12:00 p.m.; Program 12:00 – 1:30 p.m.

Admission: $50 + GST each (member) or 
$65 + GST each (non-member)
Register online or with info@businessin-
surrey.com
Award Sponsor: Century Group
Media Sponsors: News1130 and The 
Surrey NOW-Leader Newspaper
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SBOT YOUTH PROGRAMS

Surrey Board of Trade
Advances High School
Entrepreneurial Program
This past spring, secondary students from

schools across Surrey positioned themselves
for summer self-employment with an experien-
tial learning program called Project Enterprise.
Participating students were challenged to cre-
ate their own business models and implement
real social enterprises that have a triple bot-
tom line of People, Planet and Profits.
“Helping young people develop an entrepre-

neurial mindset is a priority for the Surrey Board
of Trade,” said Surrey Board of Trade CEO, Anita
Huberman. “We have been able to offer Project
Enterprise to Surrey schools, thanks in part to the
generous support of Coast Capital Savings. Their
funding has enabled us to help local students
discover that they have the power to be change
makers in their own community.”
Educators expressed initial interest in this

project because they wanted to provide a real-
world learning experience that helped students
develop entrepreneurial skills. Many had 
observed that their students had little or no 
experience in this area and felt that the oppor-
tunity for them to collaborate with their peers
in developing a real business venture would be
very valuable. Teachers successfully integrated
the program into a variety of different courses,
including Marketing, Entrepreneurship, 
Accounting, Planning and Business.
Participating teachers reported being 

impressed with students’ level of engagement.
Raman Bedi of École Panorama Ridge noted
that his Career Transitions students were fully
engaged and had lots of fun with the process.

“Given that the students were trying business
ideas for the first time, there were some learn-
ing curves that they had to overcome,” said
Bedi. “Students felt very rewarded at the end
and the experience gave them the confidence
to potentially continue their business ideas.”
Huberman reports that the program helps

students develop competencies that are rele-
vant to the new economy. All participating
teachers agreed and stated specifically that
Project Enterprise successfully helped their
students develop practical life skills such as 
organization and planning, communications,
critical thinking and problem-solving, and 
collaboration and teamwork.
Perhaps the most exciting outcome was the

way the program inspired students to impact
their communities by aligning their products
with a charitable cause. For example, one stu-
dent team at Panorama Ridge developed a line
of greeting cards featuring positive statements
around body image. Teacher Raman Bedi was
impressed when this group donated 100% of
their profits to the nonprofit organization I Am
That Girl.
Reflecting on her experience at the end of

the program, one participant advised other
youth entrepreneurs to center their products
around something they wholeheartedly cared
about. She summarized her learning with these
thoughts: “Entrepreneurship is about making a
difference. It’s about bringing innovation to the
world and following through to see your 
impact being made.”

A generous grant from Coast Capital Savings
has enabled the Surrey Board of Trade to bring
Project Enterprise to over 300 Surrey second-
ary students this spring. This exciting real-
world program for grades 9 to 12 helps young
people develop practical entrepreneurial skills
and recognize their own power to create posi-
tive change.
SBOT volunteers became judges at several

elementary schools. “We are very thankful to
our volunteers who stepped forward to encour-
age our very young entrepreneurs,” said CEO
Anita Huberman. “We have well over 400 
active volunteers engaging in advocacy and
events, among other activities. But I think
there is something special about working with
our next generation of business operators that
deserves a big thank you.”
With Project Enterprise, students work in

groups to design and implement their own 
social enterprises. Whether coming up with an
environmentally friendly product, a new tech-
nology that solves a problem or a socially con-
scious product that delivers a message, they
are encouraged to innovate and think outside
the box. The enterprising students design busi-
ness plans, conduct market research and then
conduct sales and earn real money. 
At the end of the program, the student teams

donate their profits to support the charitable
organizations of their choice. By making their
own decisions, solving their own problems and
creating positive solutions to real social 
issues, they achieve results that clearly
demonstrate the messages “You can make a
difference” and “You are a leader.”
SBOT thanks Marlyn Graziano, Doug Tennant

and Sharrie Dahl who attended Frank Hurt 
Secondary event. Sharrie Dahl also joined
Mandie LaMontagne and Amy Golner at
Princess Margaret Secondary. Sullivan Heights
Secondary volunteers were Amy Golner, Kieran
Falconer and Parker Gill. 

The Work Continues for
SBOT & Youth

The Surrey Board of Trade will continue with
PowerPlay Young Entrepreneurs®, for Grades
4 to 8 students. They will have fun discovering
their passions, talents, and interests as they
explore the world of business. They gain

hands-on experience and discover that entre-
preneurship is a skill set that can add to their
success in all areas of life. They build confi-
dence in their abilities and develop practical
skills such as critical thinking, communica-
tions, and creative thinking. Over a six-week
period, young entrepreneurs develop business
plans, complete market research, create prod-
ucts, and prepare marketing materials. The 
enterprising students then showcase their
achievements and earn real money. By donat-
ing a portion of their profits to charity, they
also learn about the importance of social 
responsibility. Our next round will begin in 
Fall 2017.

Sponsorship Investment for Youth:
The SBOT is leading the way in supporting and
assisting our youth to become both job-seekers
and job creators within Surrey, but we need
your help! The SBOT is looking to expand our
current support to youth, to include more ele-
mentary and secondary schools for the 2017 -
2018 year. If you are interested in sponsoring
the program please contact Luke Arathoon for
details at Luke@businessinsurrey.com or
phone 604.581.7130.

Youth Entrepreneurship Policy:
In May 2017, the Surrey Board of Trade policy
on supporting youth entrepreneurship was en-
dorsed by the members of the BC Chamber of
Commerce at their annual general meeting.
The policy is to advocate additional supports
through the education programs for entrepre-
neurial programs such as the one that SBOT
works with at several schools throughout Sur-
rey. SBOT will take this policy to the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce to lobby the Federal
government in September. To read more about
the policy visit
businessinsurrey.com/policy/youth-entrepre-
neurs/

Join Our Youth Entrepreneurship Team:
The Youth Entrepreneurship Team meets 6
times a year to discuss issues around youth
unemployment, policy initiatives, youth-based
events, and boosting youth enterprises so they
may become the job creators of tomorrow.
Want to get involved? Please contact
Luke@businessinsurrey.com or 604.581.7130
to join the SBOT Youth Entrepreneurship Team.

SBOT Volunteers Judges at Project
Enterprise Pitch Events

Business to Business 
Networking
Join the Surrey Board of Trade for an evening of

networking with the members of your community! Learn
about Semiahmoo House Society’s plans to promote inclu-
sion over cocktails and hors d’oeuvres by their own catering
crew.
Win great prizes! | Make new business contacts! | Request a
tour of their Tree House!
Semiahmoo House Society is a not-for-profit organization
providing services to people with disabilities and their fami-
lies in Surrey and White Rock.

Date: Thursday, September 21
Time: 5:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Location: Semiahmoo House Society 
(15306 24 Ave, Surrey)
Admission: Free!
Register now at businessinsurrey.com or by calling 
604.581.7130.

SAVE THE DATE!
Be a part of Surrey Board of Trade’s largest trade show of the year! On
Tuesday, December 5th, our Seasonal Sizzle Business Reception is back.
Over 500 people attend this networking and trade show event annually!
This year’s theme is An 80's Christmas, featuring live music and enter-
tainment, delicious hors d’oeuvres, and great networking!

Book your exhibitor table before they sell out! 
Date:Tuesday, December 5, 2017
Time: 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Location: Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel (15269 104 Avenue, 
Surrey)
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SBOT MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS, AWARDS AND EVENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Community Savings Credit Union supported the Canadian
Red Cross BC wildfire relief efforts by donating $5000. Commu-
nity Savings also accepted cash donations at its 6 branches and
created an online donation page to help raise additional funds
for the BC wildfire victims.

To celebrate the 150th birthday of Canada, Hamilton Duncan
staff banded together and gathered over 150 items that were
donated to the Surrey Food Bank. It was a great experience, and
we look forward to the next opportunity that comes our way.

The Rotary Save-On-Foods gift card program was introduced
in June of 2016 to raise funds for the local Food Bank. As a re-
sult of the incredible support of the community, more than
$64,000 has been raised for the purchase of nutritious food for
people in need. Semiahmoo Rotary Club donated $28,000 to
SOURCES recently.

In June, the Lookout Emergency Aid Society (Lookout Soci-
ety) and Mood Disorders Association of BC (MDABC)
merged. As part of this amalgamation, MDABC will retain its
name and brand as a collection of mental health programs of
the Lookout Society. Www.lookoutsociety.ca

Saklas & Co. Chartered Professional Accountants

welcomes Carl LaBreche as a partner in the firm. Carl has
been with Saklas & Co. since it opened. He brings 25 years of
experience as a CPA working in both public accounting and the
construction industry.

CrossonVoyer Trust Company is now CV TrustCo. This local,
boutique firm provides executor and trustee services in addition
to estate advisory also has two new shareholders joining Presi-
dent Ron Voyer: Sarah McGrath and Steve Ivacko.
www.cvtrustco.com

Support law enforcement riders for the Cancer Society’s An-
nual Cops for Cancer Tour de Valley Campaign. They will
bike for 9 days, over 900km, to raise funds for pediatric cancer
research. Donate and make a difference in the fight against
childhood cancer: http://tinyurl.com/2017-Cops-for-Cancer 

Seniors Come Share Society is celebrating 40 years of suc-
cessfully supporting and enriching the lives of older adults. The
non-profit society made over 85,000 connections in 2016
through their 30 community programs. 

Website Word Doctor in Surrey appointed Randy Forgo as

Senior Writer and Content Strategist. A writer for 20+ years,
Randy helps websites reach maximum potential with Search
Engine Optimization (SEO). Randy and websiteworddoctor.com
provide free SEO evaluations to SBOT members.

In July, Simon Fraser University and Siemens Canada an-
nounced a new academic partnership that will provide ad-
vanced learning and certification opportunities for engineering
students and professionals. The collaboration involves the intro-
duction of the Siemens Mechatronic Systems Certification Pro-
gram (SMSCP) at SFU’s Surrey campus and an in-kind grant of
sophisticated Siemens PLM software.

Simon Fraser University’s commitment to social innovation lead-
ership has been recognized with its designation as an Ashoka U
Changemaker Campus. SFU is one of just over 40 global institu-
tions to pass this rigorous process, and is the first university in
B.C. to be designated.

The Surrey Museum received funding over $15.7 million for
upgrades; just under $5 million from the Federal Government’s
infrastructure funding with City of Surrey financing the remain-
ing. MP John Aldag joined Mayor Hepner and community lead-
ers to recognize the museum’s innovative and interactive
contributions to the history of Surrey’s area.

Nik Willams-Walshe, Director of Advancement for the Fac-
ulty of Communication, Art and Technology is leaving SFU to
lead the Advancement & Communications team at St. George’s
School for Boys.

Dawn McKenna, Executive Director for Down Syndrome Re-
search Foundation has accepted a position as Executive Direc-
tor of the Pacific Autism Family Network.

Dr. Steve Cardwell has been appointed as-
sociate vice-president, academic at Kwantlen
Polytechnic University (KPU), supporting the
academic direction and stewardship of the
university's programs. Cardwell comes to
KPU with extensive experience in leadership
roles in the education sector most recently as

a professor of teaching at UBC. 

Thank you!

South Asian Business Association   |   Bev Bly   |   Langara College Student Union   |   Natalie Loban   
Central City, Blackwood Partners Management   |   Janda Group   |   Hall Constructors   

Hamilton Duncan   |   Econowise Sunrooms
REBL Refractories Evaluations   |   Urban Safari Rescue Society   

Wishing Treats   |   Deljit Bains   |   Sky Zone Surrey

SBOT members generously donated goods and funds for those displaced by BC’s wildfires this Summer.

Instructor Amr Marzouk shows new state-of-the-art industrial
training assembly line equipment to MSE students Anahita
Mahmoodi and Mouataz Kaddoura.

SFU’s Changemaker Campus Team with Ashoka U staff 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS, Continued from page 21

LANTRAX announces the appointment of Bryan Wainwright
to the position of General Manager. He brings an extensive
knowledge of road trucking and transportation, combined with a
solid background in marketing management, to continue and ex-
pand customer service experience.

AWARDS

PwC celebrated the award winning success of Fraser Valley
leaders. Each panelist provided unique perspectives and leader-
ship insights:  Brenda Liggett, VP Facilities Management and
Chief Financial Officer, Fraser Health Authority, 2017 AWF Peak
Award – Public Sector; Kathy McGarrigle, COO, Coast Capital
Savings, WXN 2016 Top 100 Women in Canada; Cathy McLay,
CFO and Executive Vice President, Finance & Corporate Serv-
ices, TransLink, WXN 2016 Top 100 Women in Canada.

Several Surrey Board of Trade members were recently listed in
Business in Vancouver’s top 100 fastest growing companies in
BC. Based on growth in revenue between 2012 and 2016, 
Advance Lumber & Pallet Ltd., grew 129.9%, Kasa Supply
Ltd., grew 92.2%, KDS Construction Ltd., increased revenues
by 68.1%, and Mainroad Group made the list with 56.1%
growth. Congratulations!

EVENTS

September 14 – CME is hosting “Leveraging Trade Opportuni-
ties in a Changing World” 1:30-4:00, City Centre Library 10350
University Ddrive, Surrey. Non-members $50 bc.cme-mec.ca.

September 14 — Join the Centre for Child Development at
their Nine & Dine Golf Tournament, to be held at the Nico Wynd
Golf Course. Enjoy 9 holes of golf, followed by dinner and great
prizes. Spaces are limited. Register online at the-
centre.org/events or call 604-533-4884

September 18 – The Big Picture Coach will launch its Online
Academy. Join them for the Ribbon-Cutting celebration at 12:00
noon. Food, refreshments, and special offers available for those
who attend. Register with Christine at 604.613.3133 or Chris-
tine@BigPictureCoach.com.

September 22 — ‘Black-Tie Style’ Meet & Greet Fundraiser and
silent auction at Laurel Place to support the construction of a
state-of the art Sensory Stimulation Room to benefit those liv-
ing with dementia and Alzheimer’s. 7:00 –9:00 p.m. Admission
by donation (suggested $15). RSVP recommended: cozy-
cornernews@gmail.com.

October 2 – Alexandra House hosts Lit Café, a chance to hear
local authors read from their works, and 
enjoy a conversation with the authors. Refreshments available
by donation. No cost, no registration. 7:00-9:00 p.m. www.alex-
house.net

October 25 – DIVERSEcity Immigrant Entrepreneur Pro-
gram will hold the 2nd annual Immigrant Entrepreneur & Small
Business Fair at SFU's Surrey Campus. Event includes a fea-
tured panel discussion and Exhibitor Booths. 5:30–8:30 p.m.
www.dcrs.ca

October 26 – KPU Trades & Technology Career Fair is your
opportunity to recruit skilled students and alumni, partner with
faculty and enhance your company profile on campus. For more
info, contact 604.599.2465 or visit kpu.ca/careers/tech-fair

November 18 — Save the date for the Soroptimist Interna-
tional of Surrey/Delta’s 3rd annual Dream It, Be It: Career
Support for Girls Conference. They are currently seeking profes-
sional women to participate. Call Linda at 604-313-9522 or
email lindacunliffe14@gmail.com. www.soroptimistsurrey-
delta.org

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS
To post your news here, contact anne@businessinsurrey.com.
Ask Anne how you can enhance your announcement or take 
advantage of content marketing opportunities to over 15,000
Surrey Business News readers.

ONGOING SURREY BOARD OF TRADE 
PARTNERS
Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel
604.582.9288
Charter Bus Lines of B.C. 
604.940.1707

JOB POSTINGS
Post your job openings at businessinsurrey.com.

Tuesday, October 3 – 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
TALBOT invites you to join them at their exclusive Promo-
tional Products, Corporate Apparel and Professional Uni-
form show at the beautiful River Rock Casino and Resort in
the Whistler Ballroom. 
You will get the opportunity to meet with their preferred

Industry Suppliers and see the latest and greatest in prod-
uct offerings while gathering new and fresh ideas to wow
your clients and staff. Walk around, have a bite to eat,
enjoy hourly door prizes and exclusive show specials.
Earlybird registrations will receive a special gift when

you arrive at the show. RSVP deadline for earlybird gift is
September 19. They look forward to spending an informa-
tive, fun and enjoyable time with you. Email Monica to reg-
ister: mhawkins@talbot-promo.com,
www.talbot-promo.com

Talbot is a 2015 AND 2016 winner of Canada’s Best Man-
aged Companies program.

THE ROYAL CANADIAN THEATRE
SERIES – COMEDY ALL THE WAY!
Surrey’s own RCTC is bringing the
laughs with their three show The-
atre Series at Surrey Arts Centre.
Beginning October with The Hound
of the Baskervilles, a sidesplitting
spoof of the classic Sherlock
Holmes mystery. For the December
holiday period, enjoy music, magic
and merriment with Sinbad, the Pi-

rate and the Dinosaur. A hilarious farce full of mistaken
identities, Funny Money set in the Lower Mainland, rounds
out the season. Save money with series tickets. 
SAC Box office 604.501.5566 
More info www.rctheatreco.com

Photo credit:  Stella Gardner

Stay connected with the Port of Vancouver
Each day, the business you own, manage or work for use
products that have been imported through the Port of Van-
couver. As demand for Canadian trade grows, the Port of
Vancouver is growing too. Sign up for the Port of Vancouver
business e-newsletter at portinfo.portvancouver.com to keep
up-to-date on news about Canada’s largest port. Including
updates on project developments and sustainability initia-
tives, as well as meaningful opportunities to weigh in on 
important issues, this is your chance to remain informed.

Fall Construction Expo
After the grand success of the Construction Expo, held

this past March and attracting over 3,000 visitors to more
than a hundred exhibitors, North America Trade Promo-
tions, Ltd., are happy to announce the Fall Construction
Expo with the Surrey Board of Trade as a sponsor of
this event. This event will be held on Saturday, Septem-
ber 30 and Sunday, October 1, 2017 at the Agriplex
Building Cloverdale Exhibition Grounds in Surrey. 
Expos, as an event format, are the most powerful means

of communication and most effective methods of educa-
tion, promotion, and sales. This show is a golden opportu-
nity to promote your business. It is focused on the latest
technology, product innovation, trends, and updated latest
applications. This show will be visited by Architects, 
Designers, Developers, Tradesmen, Builders, Contractors,
Property Managers, and widely known members of
construction industry associations throughout British 
Columbia.
Those interested in becoming an exhibitor or a sponsor

are invited to contact Raman Sharma, info@theconstruc-
tionexpo.com, Manager of The Construction Expo, and get
a copy of the Exhibitor Kit or for more information.
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Continued from Page 15

Recreational users may or may not be addicted –
a determination that is difficult without self-dis-
closure; and addiction is considered a disability
requiring accommodation. Until that point, an
employer’s “duty to accommodate does not 
extend to the point of accommodating an em-
ployee that is not properly medically authorized.”  
In safety-sensitive workplaces, drug use can

lead to serious injury or death. In its submis-
sion to the Task Force, national oil and gas
safety association Enform stated “marijuana
use is incompatible with working in a safety-
sensitive environment.”  Employers have both
a legal and a moral obligation to provide safe
workplaces. This legal requirement is 
enshrined in provincial occupational health and
safety legislation, and in Section 217.1 of the
Criminal Code. Ensuring workers in safety-sen-
sitive roles are not impaired by legal or illegal
substances is a key component of fulfilling that
obligation. 
Marijuana is a substance with complicated ef-

fects on the body, and legal substances like al-
cohol do not provide useful comparisons.
Testing for alcohol impairment is straightfor-
ward – the quantity of alcohol in the blood-
stream is a reliable indication of how
intoxicated an individual is at the moment of
testing. THC, the primary psychoactive compo-
nent of marijuana, can remain in the blood-
stream of users for days or weeks after the
intoxicating effects have worn off. Furthermore,
there is no “breathalyzer” equivalent for mari-
juana, which would provide a clear indication of
current intoxication and impairment. Complicat-
ing matters further, there is no “.08” for mari-
juana, no standard legal limit or cutoff that can
be used in impaired driving cases, for example. 
The limits of testing technology have signifi-

cant impacts on Canadian workplaces. Entrop
v. Imperial Oil allowed random alcohol testing
for safety-sensitive positions, but not random
drug testing, because a breathalyzer can reli-
ably prove current impairment, whereas drug
testing techniques cannot.  This is further con-
firmed by the Canadian Human Rights Commis-
sion’s (CHRC) Policy on Alcohol and Drug
Testing, which considers random drug testing
an unreasonable infringement of privacy rights,
as it cannot reliably determine current levels of
impairment.   Under these guidelines, drug
testing can only be carried out as a bona fide
occupational requirement in safety-sensitive
positions, with reasonable cause or after an
accident has occurred.  
There are many guides and helpful sugges-

tions available online. What is lacking, how-
ever, is clarity for employers along with
guidance that provides assurance that the in-
formation by which they operate is best prac-
tice and in line with legislation in existence
and anticipated.
Given the above information, the Surrey

Board of Trade, along with Abbotsford Cham-
ber of Commerce, the Edmonton Chamber of
Commerce and La Federation des Chambres de
Commerce du Quebec will ask the members of
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce to en-
dorse the following recommendations.
That the federal government:
1. Create a standard testing protocol to detect 
marijuana impairment, with legal limits for 
both traffic safety and workplace safety 
prior to the legalization of marijuana.

2. Work with the Federal Government to 
ensure the consistency and standardization 
of regulations across all provinces and 
territories.   

3. Identify the appropriate Provincial regula-
tory authority and develop regulations 
concerning the use of medical marijuana in 
the workplace and its impact on health and 
safety procedures in conjunction with the 
implementation of Federal legislation,

4. Consult with industry, business and their 
representative associations to identify stan-
dardized policies and processes to deal with
medical marijuana requirements and recre-
ational usage that may lead to impairment 
in the workplace, in a manner that balances
the rights and responsibilities of employers 
with the privacy and rights of employees.

5. Allow a two-year implementation window 

to address the workplace safety recommen-
dations contained within the Framework for 
the Legalization and Regulation of Cannabis
in Canada.

In the meantime, we ask that you let us
know how the legalization will impact your
workplace. You can respond to a survey,
https://www.nichecanada.com/intro-poll-
cannabis-access-safety and save the date for
SBOT’s Hot Topic Dialogue, November 9,
https://business.businessinsurrey.com/events/
details/november-9-2017-surrey-hot-topic-se-
ries-canada-s-new-marijuana-policy-the-im-
pact-on-business-5373

Marijuana and the Workplace: Ensuring the Safety of Workers and Businesses
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